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Graduation activities to be held indoors 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
The damper of cold, rainy 
weather and large crowds will no 
longer have an effect on Univer- 
sity commencement activities 
after  today's  announcement  to 
hold future ceremonies In An- 
derson Arena. 
The changes come as a result 
of a six month committee study 
on how to better handle gradua- 
tion. 
The ceremonies will be divided 
into  four  separate  time  slots. 
Students in the College of Busi- 
ness Administration, Health and 
Human Services and Technology 
will graduate at 9 am. The Col- 
lege of Education and Allied 
Professions and Musical Arts 
will graduate at 1 p.m. The cere- 
mony for the College of Arts and 
Sciences will be held at 5 p.m. 
The spring ceremony is nor- 
mally held at Doyt L. Perry Sta- 
dium in order to accomodate the 
large amount of people involved. 
Complaints of poor weather con- 
ditions caused the commence- 
ment  committee  to  reconsider 
the placement of the ceremony. 
John Moore, interim Vice 
president for University ad- 
vancement, said the changes are 
being made to make the cere- 
mony as enjoyable as possible for 
onlookers. 
"This was the positive thing to 
Clinton questioned 
over database list 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Months after 
denying a White House database 
was used to solicit campaign con- 
tributions, the Clinton adminis- 
tration scrambled Thursday to 
explain why a top fund-raiser 
says it helped him woo donors 
and award "special graces." 
Republicans quickly labeled 
the database "a hotel link with 
the Lincoln Bedroom." 
President Clinton and Hillary 
Rodham Clinton ordered the 
computer system in 1993 to track 
lawmakers, reporters, political 
supporters and others who at- 
tended White House functions. 
Invitation lists, thank-you notes 
and other social correspondence 
were developed from the list of 
at least 200,000 names. 
Clinton spokesmen had told re- 
porters and skeptical con- 
gressional investigators that the 
database was not used to track 
donors or solicit donations. 
Now Truman Arnold is saying 
in Interviews that the database 
helped the Democratic National 
Committee identify prospects for 
increased donations. He also said 
it made it easier to reward long- 
ignored donors with White House 
visits, trips aboard Air Force 
One, Lincoln Bedroom slee- 
povers and presidential coffees. 
"It was most helpful to us be- 
cause we were looking to the dis- 
affected," the former party 
finance chairman told the Los 
Angeles Times. "The database 
helped us to see who had been in- 
vited to what." 
It also had detailed records - 
birth dates, telephone numbers, 
fax numbers, pet projects, nick- 
names, dietary needs. In many 
cases, notations indicated that a 
person was a party donor. 
"If people who give money are 
treated with special graces and 
made to feel they're appreciated, 
they'll come right back and give 
the next time," Arnold, an oilman 
and longtime Clinton backer 
from Texarkana, Texas, told 
Time magazine. 
Rep. David Mclntosh, the Re- 
publican chairman of a House 
panel investigating the database, 
said, "There is something wrong 
with having a system in the 
White House that keeps track of 
all donors, sets up a hotel link 
with the Lincoln Bedroom, sets 
up airline reservations on Air 
Force One and sets up a restau- 
rant with White House coffees." 
Falcon Friends 
BG Newi Photo by Gin. Flealaa 
Freddie and Frieda Falcon make their rounds on campus Thursday evening in front of Overman Hall. 
MNtmflbffeM* 
University police have many duties in addition to patrolling campus. Here, a University officer takes 
part in a mock accident demonstration. 
BGSU students keep campus police busy 
Duties range from 
ticketing and arrest 
to defrosting locks 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BC News  
Red and blue flashing lights 
stare back at you in the rear 
view mirror. Yup, a cop is fol- 
lowing you and has pulled you 
over.   For  what   reason,  you 
have no clue, but as he steps 
out of the car, you know you're 
about to find out. However, it's 
not just any cop, but one from 
the University campus police. 
The campus police are real 
police officers who have the 
same powers as any other offi- 
cer. They carry guns and 
handcuffs, and their vehicles 
are equipped with radar guns, 
radios and scanners. They have 
the authority to arrest and file 
charges against anyone. 
"We can't hold anyone on 
campus, but we can fingerprint 
and photograph them. After 
that we take them to the city 
station and book them," Patrol 
Officer Dennis Ehler's said. 
Ehlers said that after 
someone is booked they are 
held at the Wood County Jus- 
tice Center. Campus police, Eh- 
• See COPS, page three. 
Lawyer deplores two 
government attorneys 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - A lawyer for 
the whistle-blower in the FBI's 
crime lab has formally com- 
plained that two government 
lawyers tried to intimidate his 
client as he gave a deposition to 
defense attorneys in the Okla- 
homa City bombing case. The As- 
sociated Press learned Thursday. 
The two lawyers denied in sep- 
arate interviews Thursday any 
attempt to intimidate FBI scien- 
tist-agent Frederic Whitehurst. 
The complaint by Whitehurst's 
attorney, Stephen Kohn, was be- 
ing reviewed Thursday in De- 
puty Attorney General Jamie 
Gorelick's office. Justice offi- 
cials said. The Associated Press 
obtained a copy of the document, 
which was delivered to Attorney 
General Janet Reno on Monday. 
Earlier Thursday at a news 
conference, Gorelick said it was 
too early to tell whether "a seri- 
ous set of problems" found dur- 
ing an inspector general in- 
vestigation of the crime lab will 
damage federal prosecutions 
supported by now-questioned 
evidence or testimony. 
"In general, we have confi- 
dence in the lab," Gorelick said, 
because the problems cited in the 
secret, draft inspector general 
report affect "a limited number 
of units within the lab and a lim- 
ited number of (evidence) exam- 
inations and cases." 
"We have taken appropriate 
steps to preserve the integrity of 
our cases, and we have every 
confidence that in the end every- 
one will get a fair trial," she add- 
ed 
But she declined to repeat FBI 
Deputy Director Weldon Kenne- 
dy's assertion of Tuesday that 
the problems won't compromise 
"any past, present or future 
prosecutions." 
"Until we have the final report 
and until the courts have a 
chance to examine each and 
every allegation as it applies to 
each and every case, we won't be 
able to make blanket state- 
ments," Gorelick said. 
Among a dozen or so cases that 
might be affected by lab prob- 
lems are the upcoming Oklahoma 
City bombing trials, a bank rob- 
bery trial in Ohio and the first 
convictions for the World Trade 
Center bombing in New York, 
government officials and sources 
have said. 
Gorelick said efforts to pre- 
vent harm to cases have been 
under way for more than a year. 
All prosecutors of cases with 
questioned FBI lab evidence 
have been notified. 
If substantiated allegations 
might exonerate a defendant, 
that information must be turned 
over to defense attorneys. Pros- 
ecutors must decide "whether to 
do," Moore said. "People were 
complaining. We are trying to 
make it more comfortable for 
everyone." 
He said  the  new  system  of 
graduation will be under evalua- 
• See GRADUATION, page four. 
State 
reports 
rights 
violations 
China, India 
among accused 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON -- China has 
silenced all public dissent 
through Intimidation, exile, 
prisons and other means, the 
State Department said Thursday. 
Its human rights report also al- 
leged severe repression in 
Nigeria, Cuba and Burma. 
China's policy of zero tolerance 
for dissent, as described in the 
report, is certain to be a major 
topic of Secretary of State 
Madeleine Albright's visit to 
Beijing in late February. 
"The Chinese government in 
1996 continued to commit wide- 
spread and well-documented 
human rights abuses in violation 
of internationally accepted 
norms, stemming from the au- 
thorities' intolerance of dissent, 
fear of unrest and the continuing 
absence of laws protecting basic 
freedoms," the report said. 
Issued annually, the report 
covers human rights conditions 
worldwide It concluded that dic- 
tatorships of the left and the 
right are guilty of repression as 
are, to a lesser extent, some de- 
mocracies. It found some short- 
comings in countries such as Is- 
rael and Germany, but the 
democracy with which the report 
appears to deal most harshly is 
India 
Briefing reporters, Assistant 
Secretary of State John Shattuck 
said respect for human rights 
gained globally in 1996, which 
should not be overlooked. In- 
cluded, he said, are such coun- 
tries as Bosnia, Romania, Haiti, 
Guatemala, Ghana, Liberia, Mali, 
and Sierra Leone. 
Albright also spoke to report- 
ers, indicating she will make re- 
ligious persecution and intoler- 
ance a hallmark of her tenure. 
"These are plagues that, from 
ancient times, have fomented 
war' and deep-seated resent- 
ment," she said. "In too many 
countries, from Sudan to Viet- 
nam to Iran, this form of repres- 
sion persists. In a few, including 
China, it has increased." 
The China section of the report 
is certain to fuel further debate 
over whether the United States 
should distance itself from China 
or show its displeasure over its 
human rights record In other 
ways. 
Since 1994, the administration 
has virtually ruled out linking 
U.S. trade policy with Beijing to 
human rights. 
The report said, "All public 
• See FBI LAB, page four. • See RIGHTS, page four. 
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TOM MATHER 
A plan to spice up course offerings 
It's that time of year again. 
Right now. half of the students on 
campus are fretting over which 
classes to take next semester: 
"Hey. roommate. I need to take 
Biology 657 as a prerequisite for a 
class I need for my major. Have 
you heard anything about It?" 
That class Is hard! I flunked It 
three times. No. wait. That was 
math. And astronomy. I think it all 
depends on your professor. Who's 
teaching it?" 
Two different people. One's a 
professor. Dr. Jacquell-somcthlng. 
The other section is taught by a 
T.A.. Mr. Hide." 
'I've heard stories about both of 
them. Mr. Hide is a real Jerk. His 
grading scale is 99-100, A; 97-98, 
B: and 0-96, F. Dr. Jacquell is a 
nice guy. but he doesn't teach 
anything. He Just lectures for fifty 
minutes on the importance of only 
drinking from labeled flasks." 
That's pretty harsh. I'd better 
Just change my ma|or." 
Right now. the other half of the 
students are saying, "Jumpln 
Jehosephine! I forgot to pre-reg!" 
and. There's another semester?" 
Pre-reg, of course, stands for 
Pre-Reglstration. It is a time 
honored tradition where students 
meet with their advisor, plan out 
their schedule and watch the sun. 
If, on the day of pre-reg. the 
student walks outside and sees his 
shadow, he/she gets scared. The 
student then schedules all of the 
wrong classes, and must suffer 
through six more years of 
school. 
In preparation for pre-reg, all 
of these people take out their 
300 page Undergraduate Book of 
Classes, and promptly fall 
asleep. You may be familiar with 
this book. It also goes by the 
title: The Most Dull Book Ever 
Written. Every class offered by 
the university Is contained In 
this book, complete with a 
handy-dandy description of the 
course. These little paragraphs 
are supposed to be light and 
Informative, but are in fact 
lame. 
As a member and Vice 
President of People for the 
Betterment of Writing Eveiy- 
where. an Internationally known 
and respected organization 
which I Just made up, I believe 
that with some tweaking, this 
book could be more enjoyable 
and honest at the same time. 
For example, let's take my Psyc 
lab class, titled in the book as, 
"Psyc 301. Brain Mechanisms 
and Behavior." 
I knew going in that this was 
a lab class. No one ever men- 
tioned what we'd actually be 
doing In lab. I had fears that 
this class was really an experi- 
ment designed by professors. I 
imagined that the class was 
designed to test the limits of 
learning and memorization of 
long strange deflntlons in ex- 
tremely stressful situations known 
as "exams." Upon further Investi- 
gation. I have discovered that this 
entire university is Just such an 
experiment. My advi ce is to get out 
now, while you can. 
It is not hard to understand 
how I was fooled. The current 
description of the class: 
"Brain structure and function in 
organization of consciousness, 
perception, motivation and learn- 
ing, sleep, dreaming, sleep. Yawn, 
sleep drugs, personality of sleep, 
Yawn. Yawn." 
Notice there Is no mention of 
the possible fun part of the class, 
the lab. What does one do In lab? 
Is it at least interesting? The 
reader has no Idea. 
Now let's see how the same 
class sounds using our new more 
honest and entertaining approach: 
NEXT SEMESTER ONLY!!! Psyc 
301. Sheep's Brains and Eight 
Inch Knives (lab). Do you like dead 
animals? As a child, did you put 
toads in your sister's pockets to 
freak her out? This is the class for 
you! Each student taking this 
class is guaranteed to play with 
(dissect) his/her very own sheep's 
brain. At no extra charge, for your 
help in lab you will recleve your 
very own eight Inch knife. If you 
take this class, you will get to 
learn all about the sheep's brain, 
including the location of the 
forbidden Infundibular Recess 
(actual term you will learn in 
the course). When playing with 
(dissecting) your very own 
sheep's brain, you'll be free to 
create your own dramatic 
scenes like the following: 
"Dr. Greene, we need 100 cc's 
of O neg. stat. Clear! ... We lost 
another one. Wait a minute. It's 
the wrong blood! Benton, you 
killed her! You killed my sheep!" 
Sorry. I get a little side- 
tracked sometimes. Now back to 
the description. 
You might be thinking. This 
is the greatest class ever since 
high school biology, when I gave 
my fetal pig a Colombian neck- 
tie. Do I even get credit for 
taking this class?" 
Not only do you get credit for 
taking It. but we'll throw in an 
extra hour. Just because we like 
you! That's right, four hours of 
studying brains and knives a 
week. Hurry up and register 
now. before all of the good 
sheep's brains are taken. 
Remember: Psych 301. Sheep's 
Brains and Eight Inch Knives. 
It's not Just fun. It's Infundibu- 
lar. 
So. what do you think? To 
me. this seems like a much 
better way to describe our 
classes. But then I've never 
taken Biology 657. 
For fun pre-reg advice, e-mail 
Tom at mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
or write him at 210 West HalL 
"NEXT SE- 
MESTER 
ONLY!!! 
Psyc 301. 
Sheep's 
Brains and 
Eight Inch 
Knives." 
POWER Llk'ES 
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GUEST COLUMNIST 
BGSU should utilize the Glass City 
I would like to start by thanking 
everyone who responded to my 
first column. I was flattered by 
these notes, some of which were 
quite touching. All of the feedback 
I have received so far has been 
very positive, and this encourages 
me. 
Because of this. In part. I would 
like to address one of the most 
recently over-hashed issues on our 
campus. I'll call this one. "things to 
do at BG." a.k.a. "how to keep 
those darn students on campus/in 
town on the weekends." I know 
this Is old. I know It's been done 
before. But since I haven't ever 
really seen any constructive 
suggestions, explanations or 
arguments (in the "logical argu- 
ment" sense), I think I have a point 
to make. 
First: what exactly is the issue 
here? Is It a financial concern- 
perfectly legitimate—or Just a 
"community focus" aspect? If the 
goal is to have students remain in 
BG and spend their money on 
campus, I'm not sure how to help. 
Frankly. I don't think there's 
anything that could accomplish 
that. However, If the objective Is 
Just to keep the students In town, 
and establish a community that 
seems like a permanent residence 
rather than Just a school. I have 
collected a few suggestions. 
From what I have seen and 
what has been discussed, the 
major reasons for the emptying- 
out of our campus and town on 
the weekend are homesickness 
and a perceived lack of things to 
do in this area. Both of these 
Issues are valid reasons. 
Freshmen and sophomores- 
most of the cars absent from the 
stadium lots—will most likely 
miss home, family and friends: 
And the downtown area Is not 
exactly a bustling metropolis. 
However, both of these 
problems seem to stem from the 
same vine: a lack of perma- 
nency In the town. While I know 
I will not be here for more than 
four years (oh. I hope anyway). I 
think of BG as my HOME. When 
I go back to Akron, it is to 
"visit." not to "go home." I have 
tried, for my own reasons, to 
make full use of my environ- 
ment—an option open to all of 
us, which Is OUR RESPONSI- 
BILITY. Whe we start claiming 
our own lives, and this town as 
our "home," perhaps we will 
start finding things to do. 
I have a full-time Job. which 
keeps me busy. I love theatre, 
dance and music, so that sort 
of activity does appeal to me In 
my spare time. However. I know 
it doesn't hold the same draw 
for eveiyone, and it's 
true...there aren't a lot of rockin' 
clubs and generally cool places 
to hang out on a Friday night in 
this town. 
But look what we're missing! 
We are 23 miles from a city that 
is a far cry from boredom. For 
you dance-hoppers, there is the 
Asylum and a whole load of 
clubs, bars and the like...one of 
the country's finest art museums... 
concerts...better theatre, cinema, 
entertainment choices...a REAL 
mall...good bookstores, coffee 
shops, restaurants (from fine 
dining to fast food, of course)...and 
somehow, this is overlooked. 
Toledo Is about half and hour 
away, a day trip (for some, a twice 
or three times dally commute). We 
have a whole world of those things 
we can't find in—and which would 
not particularly harmonize with— 
the small town of Bowling Green. 
My point? We are losing admis- 
sion, they say; we are losing 
transfers: and their reasoning Is 
the lack of things to do here. The 
issue is how to remedy this 
situation, and I have heard a few 
good ideas. First, and in my 
opinion, most reasonable. Is the 
suggestion of producing some kind 
of better brochure of "stuff to do," 
both here and In Toledo. Not 
current events. Just a general 
catalogue of clubs, restaurants, 
stores, theatres, museums, 
attractions and the like would be a 
wonderful addition to the BG 
production libraries. Quite possi- 
bly, this could be student-pro- 
duced. (Volunteers??) 
Second, and probably not 
feasible on economic grounds. Is 
the option of an occasional shuttle 
to Toledo. I know this exists at 
Kent State, a school I feel Is a good 
comparison to ours (small-town, 
large on-campus population, close 
to some larger cities). Every 
weekend, or every other. Kent 
runs a bus to Cleveland. I 
believe buses also run to Akron, 
and the city bus runs to 
Cuyahoga Falls and the Stow/ 
Kent area. These trips cost a few 
dollars and would be a blessing 
to those who have the option of 
A) getting a ride home, and 
having plenty to do there, or B) 
staying In BG. with no car and 
thus no way to get to the things 
that are here. 
An Inter-city shuttle has also 
been proposed, especially In the 
winter, when many times It Is 
far too cold or too treacherous 
to even walk downtown. How- 
ever. I hear this operation has 
been attempted, resulting In a 
miserable failure. It would be 
beneficial to discover Just how 
much demand there Is for such 
a thing. 
I realize all these things cost 
quite a bit. and I do not expect 
their Institution. But Its about 
time that we present some more 
options than whining about the 
"problem," which never does get 
anything accomplished. It Is our 
right and responsibility as 
students, faculty 
ates of BG to make suggestions 
and attempt to right for our- 
selves the problems we have. 
Jamie L Pfelffer Is a guest 
columnist for The News. Ques- 
tions and comments can be sent 
toJamlepf9bgnet.bgsu.edu or 
210 West HalL 
"Look what 
we're miss- 
ing! We are 
23 miles 
from a city 
that is a far 
cry from 
boredom." 
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Upcoming Events STATE■ 
BGSU Ice Arena to host food pantry benefit 
The BGSU Ice Arena will be hosting a benefit skating event 
this Sunday. Portions of the proceeds from the event will go to 
the BG Food Pantry. 
The event will take place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday, Feb- 
ruary 2 at the ice arena. The Bowling Green Food Pantry is lo- 
cated at 500 Lehman Rd. The organization can be contacted at 
353-5174. 
Around the State 
Rock impelling Course 
Feb. 16 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Gilboa, Ohio 
$26 - Bursarable 
Includes transportation, indoor and 
outdoor rapelling instruction and rock 
climbing. Sign-up in the UAO office, 
330 Union. 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
NEW BUILDINGS 
FOR 1997! 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
2 bedrooms, furnished 
451 Frazee Avenue 
3 bedrooms, furnished 
352-0717 
Batavia man pleads guilty to killing infant 
daughter 
BATAVIA, Ohio - A Clermont County man pleaded guilty 
Wednesday to killing his 4-month-old daughter by slamming her 
onto the arm of a couch in an effort to stop her crying. 
Brian Van Zant, 34, pled guilty to involuntary manslaughter in 
the Oct. 18 death of Hope Van Zant. 
In exchange for the plea, prosecutors dropped charges of 
felonious assault and child, endangering. 
He could face up to 10 years in prison when he is sentenced by 
Clermont County Common Pleas Judge Jerry McBride on Feb. 
26. 
Clermont County Prosecutor Donald White said Van Zant be- 
came upset with his daughter's crying, took her by the feet and 
slammed her against the couch In the family's home. 
The girl's mother was not at home at the time. 
The child suffered a brain Injury, had some blood In her lungs 
and retinal hemorrhages. She died two days later. 
Committee recommends study of Clean Air 
Act 
COLUMBUS - The Senate Energy, Natural Resources, and 
Environment Committee has recommended the Legislature 
adopt a resolution asking Congress to study the costs and bene- 
fits of the federal Clean Air Act. 
The resolution, which the committee recommended 5-2 on 
Wednesday, would ask Congress to provide detailed information 
about the costs of enforcing tougher clean air standards the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency expects to adopt this year. 
Lawmakers and some consumer groups fear that the new rules 
will lead to an expansion of Ohio's troubled vehicle emissions 
testing program, known as "E-check." 
The program in 14 northeast and southwest Ohio counties has 
drawn complaints from motorists about damaged cars, long 
waits at test centers and foul-ups by those conducting the tests. 
The counties need to reduce pollution to comply with the Clean 
Air Act.' 
The Ohio EPA suspended testing in the Cincinnati area last 
year, accusing the contractor conducting the tests of poor per- 
formance. The contractor is fighting the suspension in court. 
Five bills that would end the tests have been introduced in the 
Legislature this month but the Ohio EPA has said the tests should 
continue until an alternative is found. 
Ohio communities may receive money for law 
enforcement improvements 
WASHINGTON - Ohio communities are in line for more than 
$800,000 in the latest round of police-on-the-streets money. 
Rep. Tom Sawyer, D-Ohio, and Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said 
the city of Cuyahoga Falls is in line for $673,980 under the Com- 
munity Oriented Policing Services program and the Butler 
County Sheriff's Department is in line for $154,286 under the 
same program. 
Both grants are intended to improve local law enforcement by 
helping agencies buy computers and other equipment that re- 
duce the paperwork burdens that cut into the amount of time 
officers can spend on the streets. 
CompuServe commercial appeals to disgrun- 
tled AOL customers 
COLUMBUS - CompuServe says its Super Bowl ad was a hit. 
The Columbus-based online services company said Thursday 
that the 30-second advertisement has helped its software orders 
jump by five times the normal amount. 
William Giles, a CompuServe spokesman, said about one-third 
of the new orders came through a special phone number used in 
the ad. The number has also appeared in newspaper advertise- 
ments. 
Hot tracks 
Tke AiwcUtcd Prill 
Russell Jaite, a volunteer worker with the Cuyahoga Valley Scenic    doors in the cold, while he checks a "pull-apart" on a section of 
Railway Line, has no problem staying warm when working out-    track in Peninsula, Ohio on Thursday. 
Coast Guard rescues anglers stranded on Lake Erie 
The Associated Press 
SANDUSKY -- Two U.S. Coast 
Guard helicopters on Thursday 
helped rescue 30 people who be- 
came stranded on two chunks of 
ice while ice fishing on Lake 
Erie. 
Petty Officer Paul Calvey said 
none of the anglers fell in the 
water and no one was injured. 
The Coast Guard was notified 
about 11:30 p.m. about the ice 
floes. All of the anglers were res- 
cued by 2 p.m. 
The ice floes were about a 
quarter mile from Catawba 
Island on the southeast edge of 
the lake. Catawba Island is about 
40 miles east of Toledo. That re- 
gion of the lake is a magnet for 
ice fishing, attracting hundreds 
of anglers on the weekends. 
Each ice floe was about 30 
yards long and 50 yards wide, 
said Petty Officer Brodie Sadow- 
ski. He did not know the thick- 
ness of the ice. About 20 anglers 
were stranded on one floe; the 
rest were stuck on the other. 
The Coast Guard used helicop- 
ters from Detroit and ice rescue 
boats from Marblehead, Calvey 
said. Fire officials from Catawba 
Island also helped. 
Calvey said baskets were 
lowered from helicopters to lift 
one person and only three people 
could be transported in a helicop- 
ter at one time. The people were 
being taken to Keller Airport in 
Port Clinton. 
All of the anglers wanted to be 
rescued, unlike last week when 
some diehard fishermen refused 
to leave a frozen Canadian lake 
after a gaping crack in the ice 
separated them from shore. 
Those stranded on Lake Erie 
walked out on the ice from the 
beach at Catawba Island. They 
were several hundred yards 
from the beach when the ice 
broke loose and began drifting 
away. 
Weather conditions played a 
key role. The temperatures have 
been fluctuating from single di- 
gits to the 40s over the past few 
weeks. 
COPS 
Continued from page one. 
lers said, don't arrest students all 
that often; rather, they put them 
through judicial affairs, a cam- 
pus displinary group. 
According to Ehlers, the 
biggest problem on campus is 
theft of bicycles, and he suggests 
that any bike brought on campus 
be registered. Book theft is also a 
problem because students can 
sell books back for money. On 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
nights, there are often problems 
with underage drinking. 
The problem, Ehlers said, is 
'hat the amount of underage 
drinking on campus is greater 
than the amount of drinking by 
people of legal age. Also, all stu- 
dents should be made aware that 
they must carry some form of i- 
dentif ication on them at all times, 
Ehlers said. 
To allow interactions between 
students and the police, each 
officer is involved in the liason 
program. The program attaches 
each officer to a residence hall 
and they sponsor programs deal- 
ing with rape awareness, drug 
awareness and self-defense for 
the students. If there is some- 
thing students want to know 
about that the campus police 
cannot provide information for, 
they will attempt to find the data. 
"I like to get out of the car and 
walk through the residence halls 
and talk to students to get their 
input," Ehlers said. 
According to Ehlers and Dis- 
patcher Kathy Martinez, most 
students call the police in the 
winter because of frozen locks, 
dead batteries and lost and found 
items. The station also answers 
questions regarding the shuttle 
and escort services. Whenever a 
call comes into the station, it is 
recorded on a dictaphone. 
On weeknights, one of the jobs 
of the officers is to check park- 
ing lots to ensure that no car is 
damaged or broken into. If some- 
thing occurs where an ambu- 
lance is needed, Ehlers said, the 
officers help out In any way they 
can. 
"We have to memorize all 
areas on campus so we know 
where to go. We keep in contact 
with hall staffs to make sure ther 
are no problems," Ehlers said. 
The campus police also have 
the authority to write citations in 
the city. This is not usually done, 
Ehlers said, but if an officer wit- 
nesses an illegal act off campus, 
they have the jurisdiction to cite 
those involved. 
The campus police officers 
work one of three shifts in four 
week intervals. The shifts are 
eight hours long and divided into: 
7 a.m.-3 p.m., 3 p.m.-ll p.m., and 
11 p.m.-7am. 
Midnight Skiing 
F.b. 7*8 
9 p.M. • 6 a.m. 
B«ll*forttaina, Ohio 
$32 w / ski rontal 
$22 w / o ski rental 
Sign-up in Inn 
UAO •Hico, 330 Union 
For Mora info call 2-7164. 
Mysteries 
on Campus 
Solve fne CHme 
Friday January 31 
MacDonald Counfryside 
Teaser - 5:30 p.m. 
Snow - 7 p.m. 
FREE 
V^xr^ f-j (ISO 
NACA1W3 NOVEITY/VAWETY ACT OF THE YEA*! 
./WIN 
£ASH PRIZES 
T-SHIRTS 
NOVELTY PRIZES 
mAUDimawnaiwoN 
E 
Free Delivery 354-3100 
HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday 4pm -1 am 
Friday & Saturday 11 am - 3am 
Sunday  12 noon-11pm 
HOWIE™ ii Extra [Laager 
Pizza 
With 1 Topping 
$6.99 
XPRESS 
i 1 Large Pizza 
i w/1 Toppins 
! $ 4,50 
I     Extra Topples - 99< 
PICK UP ONLY 
11 
11 
II 
II 
Free Delivery 
11
 Extra Toppings - $1.25 
-II-------. 
Haven House Manor 
Apartments 
1515 E. Wooster 
Call us to see our model 
352-9378 
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STATE • 
GRADUATION — 
Continued from page one. 
tioo to observe the responses 
from parents and students. He 
explained the ceremony may be 
changed back to how it was pre- 
viously done if the feedback is 
not positive. 
"We're gonna try this for a 
year," Moore said. "It's a trial 
basis and the best thing for our 
students. We'll see how things 
work out." 
Although each of the ceremon- 
ies will have different speakers, 
the remainder of the program 
will be nearly identical. Details 
of the ceremonies will be decided 
by a logistics committee, com- 
prised by Micheal Maggiotto, po- 
litical science; Melissa Splrek, 
telecommunications;   and   Joe 
Spinelli, geography. 
The announcement is leaving 
some graduating students asking 
why they weren't Informed of the 
changes earlier. 
Chrystine Pclton, a senior sci- 
entific/technologic communica- 
tion major, said the division of 
ceremonies leaves her family 
and friends In somewhat of a 
bind. 
Sure We Build Amazing Tlieme Parks. 
But We Also Build Amazing Resumes. 
V lw 
As part of 
the Walt Disney 
World* College Program, 
you can do some pretty amazing things. 
• Learn from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industry 
• Work behind the scenes at the world's number one vacation destination. 
• Live with people from all over the world 
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience You must attend our 
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume now. 
Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak Portuguese 
INFO SESSION DATE: Thursday, February 6 TIME: 7 pa 
FOR MORE INFO. CONTACT: Nancy Aliieri U19) JJl-lAJI 
Also visit us at www carecmosaic com/cm/wdw/wdwl html 
(i2W^1W^World Co. 
EOt   •   D'aming   C'eoti'ity  from   Oi»trtity 
She explained that she will not 
be able to see her friends gradu- 
ate because of the different 
times the ceremonies are of- 
fered, which affects the meaning 
of the ceremony for her. She also 
mentioned travel problems for 
family coming in from out of 
town. 
Pelton said she doesn't think 
very much planning was put into 
the changes because of all the 
problems surrounding it. 
"You are graduating on the 
same day, but you're not really 
graduating with them," Pelton 
said. "That's what we're going to 
remember." 
Pelton said she would have 
liked to have gotten a vote in de- 
ciding whether the ceremony 
should be moved and dividing. 
She said she thinks many seniors 
will complain about not being in- 
volved In the decision. 
"I think that will be a big con- 
cern - I haven't heard anything 
positive," Pelton said. "The stu- 
dents don't get any vote In it. 
We're the guinea pig class." 
Moore explained the changes 
were made In hopes the weather 
problems had in the last few 
years could be remedied. 
"Bad weather has really Inter- 
fered with our graduation pro- 
grams the past several years," 
Moore said. "It's not the best of 
conditions for parents and stu- 
dents so we thought we'd try 
something different this year 
and eliminate the possibility of 
yet another graduation in the 
rain and cold." 
Beam me up 
The AlMClalcd Prc»« 
A construction worker waits for a beam to be lowered into place 
as he "hangs steel" on a building under construction at the OSU 
campus in Columbus. 
RIGHTS 
Continued from page one. 
dissent against party and 
government was effectively 
silenced by intimidation, exile or 
the Imposition of prison terms, 
administrative detention or 
house arrest. No dissidents were 
known to be active at the year's 
end." 
Albright will visit China at the 
end of a nine-country tour en- 
compassing Europe and other 
Asian countries. She said the U.S. 
relationship with China is too im- 
portant to be "held hostage" by 
any one issue 
Making the case for continued 
engagement with China, Assis- 
tant Secretary Shattuck said, 
"Never has the human rights sit- 
uation in China improved by the 
isolation of China. Quite the con- 
trary." 
Highlights of reports on other 
countries: 
Nigeria ~ The rights perform- 
ance of the military government 
"remains dismal." It "regularly 
relied on arbitrary detention, 
arrests, and wide-scale harass- 
ment to silence Its many critics." 
Cuba - It "remains a totalitar- 
ian anachronism. 
FBI LAB 
Continued from page one. 
use a particular witness, whether 
to have a test redone," Gorelick 
said. 
One FBI lab supervisor, Dave 
Williams, who oversaw collection 
of explosives evidence at Okla- 
homa City, has been withdrawn 
as an expert witness in the up- 
coming trial of Timothy McVeigh 
for the blast that killed 168 peo- 
ple, officials and sources have 
said. Other forensic evidence had 
to be reworked for the ongoing 
Ohio robbery trial, they have 
said. 
Kohn's complaint to Reno al- 
leged the effort to intimidate 
Whitehurst was conveyed by say- 
ing the FBI might discipline him 
for what he was telling defense 
attorneys in the Oklahoma City 
case during a three-day depos- 
ition last December. 
Kohn wrote that federal pros- 
ecutor Joseph Hartzler pulled 
Kohn aside to tell him he "should 
be concerned about potential 
administrative action that could 
be taken against FW (White- 
hurst) due to some of his testi- 
mony which was exaggerated or 
wrong." 
McVeigh's attorney, Stephen 
Jones, has said he might call 
Whitehurst, once the FBI's top- 
rated explosives residue expert, 
to challenge government explo- 
sives evidence. Whitehurst has 
said the lab was biased in favor 
of prosecutors, parts were con- 
taminated and some supervisors 
lacked scientific training. 
Kohn wrote that Hartzler said 
he was referring to a statement 
by Whitehurst that defense at- 
torney Mike Tlgar could be 
proved guilty by residue on his 
hand. Kohn could not be reached 
to amplify. 
LAST DAY! 
Call Now 
Senior Picture Sittings 
Still Available 
Today Until 6:00 
372-8086 
ABSOLUTE LAST 
CHANCE! 
1 
• 
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Plans for MAC'S new bowl game revealed 
Conference champ to play in 
Ford's new 'Motor City Bowl* 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News 
PONTIAC, Mich. - The world's largest indoor 
football facility has a new tenant, and it's the Mid- 
American Conference. 
The Ford Motor City Bowl, billed "An American 
College Football Classic," will play its inaugural 
game Dec. 26 here at the Silverdome, home of the 
NFL"s Detroit Lions. 
The game, to be televised live by ESPN, pits the 
MAC champion against an at-large Division I-A 
team. 
"I think this is an opportunity for the Mid- 
American Conference to take another step for- 
ward," said George Perles, the former Michigan 
State football coach and the Ford Motor City 
Bowl's executive director. 
"They are challenging themselves. They would 
like to play someone from the Big Ten, someone 
from the SEC, they would like to prove their 
worth" 
The slot opposite the MAC champion is open, and 
available to any eligible Division I-A program - i.e. 
any team with a winning record. While the team 
could come from anywhere. Big Ten teams will 
probably end up being given top priority. 
The agreement breaks the MAC's 16-year mar- 
riage to the Big West Conference. The champions 
of those conferences have met since 1980, first in 
the Raisin Bowl in Fresno, Calif., and the past five 
in the oft-troubled Las Vegas Bowl. 
"We've moved to the next level," proclaimed 
MAC commissioner Jerry Ippolitti. 
"For the first time in our 50-year history, the 
MAC doesn't have to be the beggar," Ippollti con- 
tinued. "We've never hosted a bowl before, but 
now we are in a situation where our students and 
alums can go to our bowl without having to go to 
the airport. A lot of them will be able to ride a bi- 
cycle to the game' if they want." 
Ford Motor Co. and the Detroit Metro Ford 
Dealers are the title sponsors of the game. 
"It's a great opportunity for the Mid-American 
Conference and for Bowling Green," said Bowling 
Green athletic director Ron Zwierlein, who was on 
hand for the bowl's official unveiling here Thura- 
day. "BG .was the participant in the last Raisin 
Bowl and the first Las Vegas Bowl, and now with 
the new Motor City Bowl we'd like to be the first 
participants in that." 
The MAC and the Ford Motor City Bowl have 
signed a "perpetual contract," meaning the MAC 
• See BOWL, page six. 
AasocUted PTCM ph«s 
Former Michigan State head coach George Perles, the Executive Director of the Ford Motor City Bowl, 
reveals the logo at a press conference Thursday. The Mid-American Conference champion will play an 
at-large team in the Pontiac Silverdome each year. 
Miami, Michigan test BG mettle 
By BLAKE PARKINS 
The BG News  
The time of truth has ar- 
rived. It's time to see-what the 
BG hockey team is made of as 
they take on two of the top 
teams in the nation in Miami 
and Michigan. With only a few 
short weeks of conference 
games left, BG is under ever- 
increasing pressure to pick up 
points to move into fourth 
place to secure a home-ice 
berth in the playoffs. 
Tonight the Falcons welcome 
Miami, grasping the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion's third-place spot with 26 
points (7:06 ?.m. WBGU FM 
88.1). The following night the 
Falcons travel to Ann Arbor to 
face the nation's top-ranked 
Michgan Wolverines riding a 
20 game undefeated streak 
(7:00 p.m. WBGU FM 88.1). 
Miami Is in the midst of a 
four-game losing streak and 
may be struggling with confi- 
dence. The Redskins are also 
under pressure, being only one 
point up on Michigan State in 
the league, in danger of sliding 
closer to losing the home ad- 
vantage in the post-season. 
"With four losses, Miami 
may be starting to doubt them- 
selves," said BG assistant 
coach Wayne Wilson. "We are a 
little more relaxed now with 
some distance in front of us in 
the league [Michigan State 
seven points up] and some dis- 
tance behind us [Ferris State 
three points behind]." 
Getting off to a quick start 
may be the key for the Falcons, 
who were stoned by Miami goa- 
lie Trevor Prior in their last 
Falcon gymnasts 
faced with test 
BC Ntw> PhMo by Hldckl Kobayuhl 
The Falcons will be put to the test as they take on two of the CCHA's top teams. BG welcomes third 
ranked Miami tonight, and travel to league leader Michigan on Saturday. 
encounter on November IS. 
"It's important to score early 
on Prior just to show that we 
can put the puck by him," Wil- 
son said. 
BG will need to remain con- 
fident and collected to keep the 
league's two best power play 
units off the Ice. Michigan and 
Miami rank number one and 
two in league power play effi- 
ciency at 86.6 and 8S.6 percent 
respectively. 
"Both teams move the puck 
really well," Wilson said. "We 
have to play with emotion, but 
not to get too emotional." 
The Falcon penalty killing 
unit has been strong In the five 
game winning streak, killing 26 
straight, before yielding  one 
against the Lakers. 
Michigan, however, will be 
without the 
services of 
the league's 
second- 
highest 
powerplay 
scorer. For- 
ward Bill 
Muckalt will 
miss the next 
three games 
for the Wol- 
verines with a shoulder injury 
sustained in practice. 
The wounded wing is the re- 
sult of an altercation with Wol- 
verine goalie Marty Turco. Ac- 
Muckah 
cording to The Michigan Daily, 
Turco apparently took offense 
at the high bullets that Muckalt 
was shooting in his direction. 
Turco retaliated by swinging 
his stick his housemate lead- 
ing, to a head-on charge by 
Muckalt. 
It was Muckalt, however, 
that came up on the short end, 
leaving the ice with a sepa- 
rated shoulder. 
Muckalt will also be missed 
In the Wolverine's offensive at- 
tack accounting for 43 overall 
points on the season. 
The Wolverines will still 
have an extensive arsenal to 
• See METTLE, page nine. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BC News  
A monsterous test awaits the 
Bowling Green gymnastics team 
this weekend. That test is the de- 
fending MAC champions, the 
Kent Golden Flashes. 
The meet, which Is scheduled 
for 2 p.m. Sunday afternoon, will 
be the first home meet of the 
season. It will also be the first 
home meet of new head coach 
Dan Connelly's tenure. 
Recently, Kent has owned 
Bowling Green. 
Last year, the 
Golden Flashes 
beat the Fal- 
cons twice, the 
first time by 
the score of 
188.475-184. 
The second 
meet was a 
195.825-187.7 
final. 
This year Kent has a 3-1 record 
overall (1-1 In the MAC). Their 
lone defeat came at the hands of 
the Eastern Michigan Eagles last 
week by a scant .3. 
Regarding Kent, Connelly is 
keeping his expectations real- 
istic. "We're not going to pretend 
we're on the same level as Kent 
just yet. They're the defending 
MAC champions. They have a 
long established program. We're 
just going to try to improve on 
our performance from last 
week." 
As far as improvement is con- 
/r GYMNASTICS 
Treiber 
cerned, Connelly is concerned 
with what are known in gymnas- 
tics as "hits." It is considered a 
hit if someone makes it through a 
quality routine. But a hit Is not 
always directly correlated to the 
score. 
"There's the obvious im- 
provement which would be the 
score, but there's actually a 
somewhat more important thing 
that we are trying to focus on and 
that is successfully hit routines," 
Connelly said. 
The lineup this weekend has 
yet to be entirely determined, but 
the better performers of the first 
two meets will compete. Chris- 
tina Treiber, Heather Ferguson, 
Kim Pope and Sarah Grealis will 
be Important to Bowling Green 
Jhis weekend. 
Ferguson will be looking to im- 
prove off of a solid showing last 
week. She came within .05 of 
equaling her own school record 
on the balance beam with a 9.800. 
"I had a few mistakes I can 
clean up," Ferguson said. "Hope- 
fully, I can beat my record again, 
which I plan on doing." 
The team is looking forward to 
the opportunity to perform in 
front of the home crowd. 
"I love home meets because of 
the crowd and just being on our 
own equipment, " Ferguson add- 
ed. "Everyone is pumped up and 
excited." 
The meet will take place at the 
Eppler Center. Admission is free. 
Go Falcon Hockey 
["■"■"■_« ■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■ 
Students, Fraternities, Sororities 
Look at the affordable way to furnish your house, apartment, or dorm... 
Techwood Stereo 
$34.99p«rweek 
Carolina Futon 
$13.97Pcrweek 
200 Wans, 5 disc 
CD. 15" Woofers 
Rent to Own 
i ■•■•■ ■■•■ ■■•■«• ■• 
Benchmade 
Sectional 
$15.99 Per week 
furniture     Appliances     electronics 
SHASTflft 838 S. Main, 8.G. 354-0803 
Storewide Clearance Sale   10-50% off 
Previously Leased Items Jan. 31-Feb. 10. 
Come check out the GREAT Deals! 
<WA\\%WASWKW.g».WA\ll.lftV.W.,.,.V.V.V. ravraw 
Indoor Track Meet 
The Falcons host OU« flkron 
& Central Michigan 
Saturday 11:00 at tho Field House 
$4.00 Adults, 
High School Students $2.00 
BG Students - Ffl€6 with ID 
Gymnastics Vs. Kent 
Sunday at 2:00 
€ppler North 
ffl€€ ADMISSION to alii 
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Falcon men to let loose Saturday against Broncos 
BG Newi photo by Jeremy Martin 
Anthony Slacey will be a major factor when the Falcons put their 7-2 conference marie on the line 
against Western Michigan Saturday. 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News 
Head coach Jim Larranaga 
thought his men's basketball 
team was Just too conservative 
Wednesday against Ohio. 
Of course, Larranaga has the 
problem that 
most coaches 
wish they had. 
The Falcons 
still won hand- 
ily over the 
Ohio Bobcats 
despite not 
playing with 
the flair and 
defensive 
pressure BG is 
known for. 
Solution?   Conservatism 
damned. 
Look for the flair to be back in 
Anderson Arena on Saturday, 
when the Falcons open the sec- 
ond half of the Mid-American 
Conference schedule against 
Western Michigan (7 p.m., 
WFOB-AM). 
"We have to make sure that we 
are more up-tempo," Larranaga 
said. "We played very solid de- 
BOWL 
Continued from page five. 
champion will play in the game 
as long as either entity exists. 
The MAC expands to 12 teams 
and six divisions next season 
with the inclusion of Northern Il- 
linois and Marshall. The first 
MAC Championship Game will 
be held Dec 6 on the Marshall 
campus in Huntington, W.V. 
"With all the great college 
football being played in the 
Midwest, it's time for a bowl 
game in this area to help cele- 
brate the outstanding college 
football in this region," said Ken 
Hoffman, the bowl's associate 
executive director. 
The lack of money and expo- 
sure was a constant problem with 
the Las Vegas Bowl. There were 
tremendous costs to take an en- 
tire team and athletic staff to Las 
Vegas for a game that, while be- 
ing nationally televised, barely 
drew 15,000 fans and generally 
drew Just a few thousand fans 
from the MAC participant. 
The conference hopes that the 
Silverdome's proximity - only a 
three-hour drive or less for half 
the league schools - will draw 
more MAC fans than just from 
the participating school. 
Zwierlein noted that no MAC 
participant in the 5-year history 
of the Las Vegas Bowl came 
away with a financial gain once 
travel and ticket expenses were 
factored in. 
"We're going to encourage our 
fans to come and see a great 
football game," Zwierlein said. 
"Whether it's Bowling Green or 
any of the other schools in the 
MAC, the geographic location is 
only going to enhance the overall 
image of the MAC and the insti- 
tutions within it." 
The conference is still con- 
sidering bowl opportunites be- 
sides the Ford Motor City Bowl 
Ippoliti indicated that negotia- 
tions are still ongoing with a pro- 
posed bowl in Nashville, Tenn. 
for possible spots for the MAC 
runner-up. 
"There are some other oppor- 
tunities that are still out there," 
Zwierlein said. "The door on the 
Vegas Bowl has not swung com- 
pletely closed yet. There is an- 
other bowl that we are talking to 
that may become an opportunity 
down the road." 
"It's been a lot of work for 
[Hoffman], the MAC and every- 
one involved," Perles said. 
Larranaga 
be 
fense, but we need to have more 
intensity and be able to convert 
off what we create. 
"With our style, we're at our 
beet when we are able to pres- 
sure right from the beginning 
and we try. to create as many" 
turnovers as possible." 
The defense has definitely 
been cranked up over the last 
three games, yielding at least 20 
turnovers in ea JK Yet the Ohio 
game was not played at the pace 
the Falcons prefer. 
BG sported another poor start 
on Wednesday - the Falcons 
trailed after the first IS minutes 
and, in fact, have trailed at half- 
time in seven of nine conference 
games to this point - and Larran- 
aga is hoping to reverse that 
trend on Saturday. 
"Sometimes it's tough to get 
out there and play defense like 
we want to right away, but if we 
play solid defense right from the 
start, we're OK. If it's like the 
Miami game (where BG trailed 
by 24 points before coming back) 
and we dont play solid, then we'- 
re in trouble." 
The Broncos enter the game 
coming off a victory over slump- 
£ BASKETBALL 
ing Toledo on Wednesday. WMU 
sports an 8-9 overall and 4-5 MAC 
record, but took the Falcons to 
overtime on Jan. 8 before falling 
71-69 at Kalamazoo. 
The key to the game may be 
the pace. Although BG showed it 
can win a slower game with the 
Ohio victory, the methodical 
pace is WMU's bread and butter. 
"We have to do a good Job de- 
fensively and get the pace up a 
little bit," Larranaga said. 
At 15-5 overall and 7-2 midway 
through the MAC race, BG pos- 
sesses its best record after 20 
games since the. 1979-80 season. 
The Falcons are also in second 
place in the MAC, just percent- 
age points behind Eastern Michi- 
gan. 
"I feel good about our team 
right now because we're really 
back to playing the defense that 
we had when we started in 
December," Larranaga said. "If 
we continue to play defense like 
that... we are going to be a very 
difficult team to beat." 
Track teams head into 
important home meets 
Men enter meet 
with enthusiasm 
ByTODMcCLOSKEY 
The BC News 
Momentum is always such an important boost 
for a team. This is especially so for the Bowling 
Green men's track team this weekend. 
Akron, Ohio and Central Michigan visit the Field 
House Saturday. Activities start at 11 am. 
Last weekend the team placed third at Kent, giv- 
ing BG a shot of adrenaline. Since this meet Is at 
home, Bowling Green is going for an outright win. 
Those who scored big at Kent will be looked upon 
to produce again. 
"The people that did well last week just are ex- 
pecting to continue. We did well because we had a 
lot of people score high in a lot of events," head 
coach Sid Sink says. "The team and myself are 
really focusing to win this meet." 
Bowling Green is out to prove that they can win 
at home. They failed to win the last home meet, but 
the future looks promising. With their strong fin- 
ish at Kent, Central Michigan becomes BG's 
biggest threat. 
, ' One key determinant for the team rests in sprin- 
ter Rah'seen Clay. Clay, who was the MAC'S Male 
Track Athlete of the Week last week, is an over- 
whelming favorite to win the 55 meter and 200 
meter sprints, as well as being the anchor for the 
1600 mile relay. Since this meet has no definite 
standout, it could come down to the 1600 mile re- 
lay. 
"It's going to be a very, very close meet," Sink 
says. 
Another important track star, Darren Braddix, 
who scored two second places at Kent, is looking to 
topple any competition Saturday. With Braddix 
and Terry Rivers in the 400 meter sprint, BG is 
looking for a one-two punch. In the hurdles, Brad- 
dix may be hampered by a Injured wrist that could 
slow his start 
"One of the key events is the high hurdles," Sink 
said. Braddix, along with an Akron and a Central 
Michigan hurdler, are all within close distance of 
grabbing first place. 
"There are three guys within one-hundredth of a 
second of each other," Sink said. 
In addition to the first and second place finishes, 
it's the sparse scoring that can add up. In order for 
• See TRACK, page eight. 
Women looking to 
rebound after loss 
By BRETT THOMPSON 
The BC News 
Three MAC foes invade the University Field- 
house this weekend as the Lady Falcons face their 
biggest test of their young indoor track season. 
Bowling Green tries to get back on track Saturday 
as they host Central Michigan, Akron, and Ohio in 
their second home meet of the year. 
BG is looking to rebound from last weekend's 
fourth place finish at Kent State. The Falcons suf- 
fered losses to MAC favorites Kent and Ball State 
In the meet. According to coach Steve Price, re- 
turning to the comfortable confines of the Univer- 
sity Fieldhouse will give BG a definite advantage. 
"The competition last week was tough and the 
meet was away, so that hurt us. Price said. "We run 
our meets well here and it is a very friendly envi- 
ronment. We had a good week of practice and the 
girls are ready to go. I think everyone is anxious to 
be back home." 
The key to a BG victory could depend on the 
status of sprinters Kaleitha Johnson and Clarice 
Gregory. Both have been bothered by leg injuries 
for the past few weeks but could be close to full 
strength this weekend. Price expects both Johnson 
and Gregory to compete Saturday. 
The Falcons will have to contend with one of the 
nation's top freshman runners in OU's Jackie Con- 
rad. 
"Jackie Conrad is the MAC cross country cham- 
pion and is one of the top freshman cross country 
runners In the United States. Although she doesn't 
have a time yet in the 5000 meter, I imagine she 
will be hard to beat," Price said. 
The biggest challenge for BG will be the jumps 
and throws. BG will face the MAC's best high jum- 
per, Akron's Brand! Lamb. Lamb has soared above 
everyone else in the MAC, clearing 5*9 1/2" this 
season. The Falcons answer with Jodi Rafferty, 
who just missed 5'8" last weekend, and freshman 
Stephanie Heldt 
Long jumper Christ! Smith could also be a prob- 
lem for the Falcons in both the long jump and tri- 
ple Jump, but the BG jumpers have posted better 
marks than Smith's in recent weeks. Price expects 
BG to be tested, but Is confident that his team will 
prevail. 
• See REBOUND, page seven. 
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WBGU Radio CONG It AT UL ATIONS 
DELTA 
Leigh Kobzowicz 
Katie McConnell 
Kim Miller 
Terese Perec 
April Rubino 
Julie Shadck 
Mary Beth Urban 
OUTSTANDING NEW INITIATES 
Bridget Bell 
Lori Egnatz 
Amy Goodrich 
Anne Gorman 
Andrea Gray 
Erica Hamilton 
Nicki Hatfield 
Angie Hogan 
OUTSTANDING NEW OFFICERS 
VICE PRESIDENTS 
Programming - Kristen Nicholl 
Panhellenic - Jaime Carr 
Communications - Kelly Johnston 
Membership - Gina Russo 
Foundation - Shannon Clancy 
Fraternity Ed. - Danielle Beverly 
Social Standards - Amy Dasco 
GAMMAS 
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS 
Barbie King Amy Pasco 
Watch For Our Upcom 
Anchor Splash 
y 
mg 
* Jennifer Bendik 
* Jennifer Luce 
* Aimee Mumma 
* Gina Russo 
* Amy Scott 
* Jessica Stone 
* Hallie Wagner 
* Sarah Lindquist 
* Denotes 4.0 
OUTSTANDING NEW OFFICERS 
DIRECTORS 
Jennifer Mikesell 
Victoria Panza 
Laurie Robb 
Jaime Steadman 
Annette Virostek 
Bridget Bell 
Amy Goodrich 
Erica Hamilton 
April Rubino 
Scholarship - Kelly Theiman 
Activities - Barbie King 
Special Events - Christine Martin 
Public Relations - Hallie Wagner 
Informal Rush - Mandy Delgado 
Fundraising - Micah Murray ] 
Pledges - Trisha Child 
Social Events - Erin Hull 
Rituals - Jen Mikesell 
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Hockey 
Friday at 6:45 
Saturday at 6:45 
Women's 
Basketball 
Saturday at 1:45 
Sports Talk after 
Women's Basketball 
Game 
88.1 
WBGU 
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Swimmers 
to take on 
Bobcats 
By MIKE LEONARD 
The BG News  
The Bowling Green swim 
teams continue their Journey to 
the Mid-American Conference 
championships this weekend as 
they take on the Ohio University 
Bobcats. 
Falcon Head Coach Randy Ju- 
lian credits Ohio Head Coach 
Greg Warner for putting 
together a strong team. Julian 
says this is another test during 
the current five week period that 
he calls the toughest in the histo- 
ry of the program. 
Both Bobcat teams have had 
solid years. The Bobcat men 
were able to defeat Eastern 
Michigan earlier this year for the 
first time in 17 years. The wom- 
en, meanwhile, defeated confer- 
ence power Ball State but lost to 
the Miami Redskins earlier this 
year. 
Nonetheless, Julian says that 
the Bobcat women, winners of 
seven of the last eight MAC 
championships, will be a rigorous 
test for the Falcons. 
The Lady Bobcats will be led 
by Lisa MacNicol, an NCAA qua- 
lifier in the butterfly and Liena 
Nyman, who finished 18th in the 
100 breaststroke and 19th in the 
200 breaststroke at NCAA 
Championships last year. Nyman 
will present a strong challenge 
for BG's freshman breaststroker 
Bethany Budde. 
On the men's side, BG's dis- 
tance freestyler Tom Stoltz will 
be challenged again as Ohio 
brings in freshman distance man 
Doug Grabe, who is swimming 
times comparable to last year's 
MAC Championship times. Julian 
says that Grebe's presence in the 
MAC adds to the conference 
depth in the freestyle distance 
events. He calls the MAC one of 
the best conferences in the dis- 
tance events and says that three 
or four MAC swimmers are ca- 
pable of qualifying for NCAA 
championships. 
Both the men's and women's 
meets will begin at 4 pjn. today 
at Cooper Pool. 
REBOUND  
Continued from page six. 
"We expect to win this meet. I 
think we have an advantage be- 
cause we have the better all- 
around team. Akron, Central, and 
OU have some tremendous indi- 
vidual standouts, but we are 
much stronger overall," Price 
said. "Our depth will be even 
more of a factor in smaller meets 
such as this one." 
The field events start at 11 am. 
at the University Fieldhouse on 
Saturday. Running events begin 
at 1:30. Admission is $4 for adults 
$2 for children. BG students get 
in free with a student ID. 
Riddick Bowe joins Marines 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Riddick Bowe, 
the former undisputed hea- 
vyweight champion, has Joined 
the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve. 
Bowe said at a news confer- 
ence today he will continue to 
fight, but being a Marine "Is 
something I've always wanted 
to do, and I thought I'd do it be- 
fore I got too old." 
Bowe, 29, said he Joined last 
Monday In Washington. He will 
have to attend three months of 
boot camp at Parris Island, 
S.C., and then will be an active 
reserve for three years. He re- 
ports to boot camp Feb. 10. 
"When I complete boot camp, 
I'll resume my boxing career," 
Bowe said. 
Manager Rock Newman said 
Bowe will fight again this year 
but did not elaborate. 
In Bowe's last fight, he took a 
severe battering in a rematch 
with Andrew Golota. He then 
beat Golota for the second 
straight time when the Polish 
fighter again was disqualified 
for low blows. 
AiMcU>e4 PITH pk«. 
Former heavyweight champion Riddick Bowe answered the call for "a 
few good men" Thursday when he announced his enlistment in the 
United Slates Marine Corps Reserves. 
A statement released by the 
Marine Corps recruiting com- 
mand in Washington said Bowe 
"after graduation from recruit 
training, combat training and 
training for his military occu- 
pational specialty, he will be 
assigned  to a  Marine Corps 
-  PRO FOOTBALL - 
reserve  unit   in  Washington, 
DC." 
That will entail attending 
monthly meetings and two 
weeks of summer camp for 
three years. Bowe then will 
remain on-call for five years. 
Jim Kelly to retire Friday 
The Associated Press  
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. - 
- Jim Kelly will end an 11-year 
NFL career that includes four 
straight Super Bowl appearan- 
ces when he announces his re- 
tirement Friday. 
Kelly, the best quarterback 
in Buffalo Bills' history, will 
make the announcement at a 
news conference at the Ralph 
C. Wilson Jr. Fieldhouse, the 
practice facility named after 
the owner. 
Team officials have not dis- 
closed details of the announ- 
cement, but sources have told 
The Associated Press Kelly's 
career is finished. 
Bills coach Marv Levy has 
refused to talk about personnel 
since speculation about Kelly's 
future intensified last week. 
Kelly's agent, his brother Dan, 
also refused to the quarter- 
back's future. 
"I cant comment at this 
time," Dan Kelly said. "It's an 
understanding we have with 
Mr. Wilson. We're not talking 
about it." 
Kelly and Wilson have re- 
portedly been working on a $1 
million compensation deal for 
the 36-year-old quarterback to 
send him into retirement. 
The Bills are holding the 
news conference in the prac- 
tice facility in anticipation of a 
media crunch rather than its 
smaller media room, where 
most   announcements    are 
Women looking 
for an easy win 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BC News  
When you're the Bowling 
Green women's hoopsters, 
there's nothing like a trip to a 
conference doormat to cure what 
ails you. 
The Falcons (7-10, 4-5 MAC) 
will visit Western Michigan 
(2-15, 2-7) tomorrow in hopes of 
ending a three-game losing 
streak that has seen them plum- 
met from one game out of the 
conference lead to four games in 
back of Kent State and Toledo. 
This trip will mark the fifth game 
in the last six contests for the 
Falcons that they have been on 
the road. 
Bowling Green is hoping to 
wash themselves of the stench 
lingering from Wednesday 
night's loss to Ohio. In one of the 
ugliest games of the year, the 
Falcons blew a 12-point first half 
lead and fell S5-59. Too many 
turnovers, too many fouls and 
dreadful shooting took away any 
chance Bowling Green had of 
knocking off the Bobcats. 
The defeat dropped the Fal- 
cons to one game under .500 in 
conference play closing out the 
first half of the schedule. Bowl- 
ing Green's four victories came 
at the expense of a depleted Ak- 
ron squad, and the three teams 
north of the border, including 
Western Michigan. 
In the two teams' first clash on 
Jan. 11, Bowling Green pre- 
vailed, 67-57. The Broncos were 
leading for most of that game be- 
fore Falcon Junior Sara Puthoff 
led her team back on top. The 
preseason All-MAC guard netted 
20 points for her squad. 
Since that game, both teams 
have traveled along a similar 
path, with nearly identical con- 
ference records. Western has 
compiled a 2-4 mark, while Bowl- 
ing Green has notched two wins 
against five losses. 
In three of their five setbacks, 
the Falcons were within six or 
less points, and Toledo's -83-72 
victory was closer than the final 
score Indicated. Meanwhile, 
Western has only come within six 
points in one of their losses. In 
addition, the Broncos have yet to 
win a game on their home court. 
To ensure victory, the Falcons 
will have to neutralize Western's 
Kelly DeLong, one of two Bron- 
cos to start every game for her 
team this year. The sophomore 
forward paces Western with 12.7 
points per game. In her rookie 
i-nmpaign she led the nation in 
3-point percentage, draining 50 
percent of her attempts from 
long range. 
Tennis faces OSU 
By RYAN JOHNSON 
The BC News 
AlMclated Pre ■■ pkMa 
Bilk quarterback Jim Kelly, who lost four Super Bowls will apparently 
never win one. Reports say he will announce his retirement Friday. 
made.   Several   of   Kelly's 
teammates are expected to at- 
tend. 
Kelly was a college star at 
Miami, and spent two years in 
the USFL before joining the 
Bills in 1986 and turning the 
franchise around. 
Remember the runt that used 
to get kicked around at recess? 
Well, that runt has gotten a lot 
bigger, stronger, and most im- 
portantly, more confident. 
The Bowling Green men's ten- 
nis team is just that as the Fal- 
cons are looking to tupi the ta- 
bles on an Ohio State team that 
has owned BG in recent years. 
The Falcons (1-0) will be travel- 
ing to the state capital Saturday 
to square off with the Buckeyes, 
with action slated to begin at 7 
p.m. . 
BG coach Jay Harris had a 
hard time disguising his en- 
thusiasm for tomorrow's match. 
"This Is a great opportunity for 
us," Harris said. "We have a 
chance this weekend to make 
huge strides. I hope the guys rea- 
lize this." 
BG is coming off an impressive 
win against Illinois-Chicago last 
Saturday to open up its dual 
season. The Falcons know that 
the Buckeyes present a bigger 
challenge, as Harris believes that 
OSU and BG are two of the top 
tennis teams in the state. 
"The biggest difference be- 
tween playing teams like Ohio 
State and playing lesser teams Is 
the belief system," Harris said. 
"We've been right on the edge of 
beating top teams, and Ohio State 
Is a chance to get over the hump. 
We Just have to start believing 
that we can do it" 
The need to start being more 
confident against better pro- 
grams was also evident to co- 
captain Adam Tropp. 
"We just need to believe that 
we can play with them," Tropp 
said. "If we all play well, we 
should be able to beat them." 
Besides Ohio State, BG also has 
future matches with Big Ten op- 
ponents Michigan State and Pur- 
due. One of the Falcons' team 
goals at the beginning of the 
season was to defeat at least two 
of these teams, so Harris is 
stressing the importance of 
tomorrow's match. 
"Our season is a tapering 
system," Harris said. "There are 
certain matches that we want to 
peak at, and this is definitely one 
of them. Right now we're sharp 
both mentally and physically." 
Ohio State Is led by No. 1 
player Scott Wiles, who is the 
older brother of BG netter Matt 
Wiles. The brothers have spent 
the week exchanging their "opin- 
ions" on who is going to leave the 
court victorious on Saturday 
night. 
Maybe Saturday will be the 
runt's day to shine. 
HOM€ HOCK6V TONIGHT 
vs. Miami 7:00 p.m. Bring ID for easu admission 
T'01 !3S7-! 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
328 S.MAIN(OUR O\L\ OFFICE* 52-5620 
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Deion returns to 
baseball diamond 
TRACK 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Dekm Sanders 
admitted he didn't miss the game 
of baseball. He also talked about 
bow much he wanted to help the 
Dallas Cowboys get to the Super 
Bowl again. 
So why was he In the Cincinnati 
Reds' offices Thursday, announc- 
ing that he was going to resume 
dividing his time between two 
overlapping sports? 
"In my life, this is a chapter 
I'm not willing to close at this 
time," Sanders said, after agree- 
ing to an unusual one-year con- 
tract with the Reds. "That's why 
I've reopened it. 
"I'm looking for a World Se- 
ries. I'm looking for that great 
year without injury that I'm sure 
I can have, that my ability calls 
for." 
Sanders is looking to pick up 
the split identity that he left be- 
hind a year ago, when he gave up 
his cherished two-sport persona 
to become a two-way starter for 
the Cowboys. 
Sanders took a year off from 
baseball so he could go to Dallas' 
training camp and learn how to 
be a receiver as well as one of the 
NFL's best cornerbacks. 
He didn't exactly love football 
training camp: "I like the (base- 
ball) camp where you can go fish- 
ing every day." And it's clear he 
missed being around his friends 
on the Reds, guys like Lenny 
Harris and Barry Larkin who 
called regularly and urged him to 
return. 
"I didn't really miss the game," 
Sanders said. "I missed the ca- 
maraderie, being there on an 
everyday basis with friends. I 
missed a lot about the game, but I 
didn't miss the game itself." 
So on Thursday, even though 
his vision is still blurry from a 
football injury and his swing is 
rusty from a year of neglect, 
Sanders came back to baseball. 
The unique contract will reun- 
ite him with his friends and give 
him another chance to prove he's 
more than just an average base- 
ball player with above-average 
speed. It also could put him in the 
predicament of having to pick 
one team over the other as the 
summer winds down. 
Sanders went back to baseball 
with the approval of Cowboys 
owner Jerry Jones. Although 
Jones accepts the comerback's 
absence from training camp, he 
expects him back once the regu- 
lar season begins. 
"Deion has made his intentions 
clear to us that he plans on being 
with our team for all 16 games 
next season," Jones said. "Dekm 
and the Reds also have a clear 
understanding of when his base- 
ball season can come to an end, 
based upon Cincinnati's position 
in the standings in September." 
It's not that clear. Reds general 
manager Jim Bowden said San- 
ders contractually will be free to 
leave when the Reds are elim- 
inated from the pennant race. He 
might be allowed to go before 
that. 
"We're going to let him play 
football if we're out of it," Bow- 
den said. "We'll do this in the 
spirit that's right." 
If Cincinnati is in contention, 
Bowden expects Sanders to hit 
leadoff and play center field. The 
gray area is what will happen if 
the team is somewhere in the 
middle, as it was most of last 
season. 
In that case, Sanders said he 
will make the final decision. He 
left open the possibility of leav- 
ing the Reds to play for Dallas 
over a weekend, then returning. 
Continued from page six. 
BG to win, everyone must be 
confident and ready to go. 
"We also need people to pick up 
points here and there," Sink says. 
For the distance runners, it's 
time to shine. Craig Nleset and 
Pat Miller, both are looking for 
places in the 800. BG also has its 
eyes on the mile for some points. 
"In the mile and the 800 meter 
both Central [Michigan] and us 
METTLE  
Continued from page five. 
draw from, boasting two of the 
most explosive offensive players 
in the nation. 
Forwards John Madden and 
Brendan Morrison have com- 
piled over 60 points and rank as 
the league's number one and 
three scorers respectively. 
With firepower like that, a 
great burden rests on the Falcon 
defense to decrease Wolverine 
shots, and clear the puck. 
have a lot of strengths and we 
feel like are guys can do real well 
there," Sink said. 
Adam Rose hopes to continue 
his success in the shot put. With 
teammate Alex Moser right be- 
hind him, BG is pumped and 
ready to win this meet. 
Knowing that your team is do- 
ing well takes the pressure off 
each individual athlete, and bal- 
anced scoring is vital to winning 
this weekend's meet. 
MAC Men's Standings 
"We're really happy with our 
defense," Wilson said. "The 
biggest thing [against Michigan] 
is that we don't want to be out- 
numbered from the offensive 
blueline all the way back to our 
end. In that scenario, they're big, 
strong and fast." 
"When they get one, the next 
line is just dying to come out and 
get the second and third on you 
and demoralize you." 
Wilson also praised the play of 
senior defensemen Todd Kelman. 
Eastern Michigan 
Bowling Green 
Miami 
Ohio 
Akron 
Western Michigan 
Kent 
Ball State 
Toledo 
Central Michigan 
Corrf 
W 
6 
7 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
pet. 
.857 
.778 
.750 
.500 
.444 
.444 
.444 
.375 
.222 
.222 
All 
W 
IS 
15 
11 
9 
6 
8 
6 
10 
9 
5 
I 
3 
5 
5 
7 
11 
9 
11 
8 
8 
12 
Pet. 
.833 
.750 
.687 
.563 
.353 
.470 
.353 
.556 
.528 
.287 
Wednesday's Carries 
Bowling Green 72, Ohio 59 
Kent 85, Central Michigan 83 
Eastern Michigan 79, Akron 76 
Western Michigan 62, Toledo S3 
Saturday1» Game* 
Kent at Miami, Ohio 
Akron at Toledo 
Western Michigan at Bowling Green 
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan 
CCHA Standings 
W I 
Michigan (24-1-3) IS 1 
Michigan State (16-7-3) 12 3 
Lake Superior (16-9-4) 12 S 
Miami (19-9) 13 6 
Bowling Green (13-11-2) 8 9 
Ferris State (11-17-2) 7 12 
Western Michigan (9-12-4) 5 8 
Notre Dame (8-17-1) 5 12 
Ohio State (7-21) 5 14 
Alaska-Fairbanks (7-19) S 17 
Thursday's Result 
Michigan 6, Ohio State 1 
Friday's Games 
Air Force at Alaska-Fairbanks 
Miami at Bowling Green 
Michigan State at Western Michigan 
Notre Dame at Lake Superior 
Saturday's Games 
Air Force at Alaska-Fairbanks 
Bowling Green at Michigan 
Ferris State at Western Michigan 
Ohio State at Notre Dame 
Pis GF GA 
32 109 45 
27 73 49 
27 71 49 
26 81 55 
18 76 77 
IS 64 89 
14 55 64 
11 54 65 
10 58 102 
10 70 106 
MAC Women's Standings 
Corrf All 
W L Pet. W L Pet 
Toledo 8 1 .889 16 2 .889 
Kent 8 1 .889 11 6 .647 
Miami 7 2 .778 13 S .722 
Ball State 6 3 .667 8 8 .500 
Ohio 6 3 .667 9 8 .529 
Bowling Green 4 5 .444 7 10 .412 
Eastern Michigan 3 6 333 6 10 .375 
Western Michigan 2 7 .222 2 15 .118 
Akron 1 8 .111 4 13 .235 
Central Michigan 0 9 .000 4 13 .235 
Wednesday's Games 
Eastern Michigan 78, Akron 63 
Miami 67, Ball State 61 
. 
Ohio 65, Bowling Green 59 V 
Kent 81, Central Michigan 63 r \ r .V —^ Toledo 88, Western Michigan 47 1 v ^\l r*" Saturday's Games J C*A .ml __ Ohio at Ball State r \4 rj ^^ Bowling Green at Western Michigan *T T^ Central Michigan at Eastern Michigar ■
Miami at Kent 
Toledo at Akron 
M€NS HOOPS ACTION TOMORROW 
vs. Western Michigan 
7:00 p.m. • Rrinq (IGSU ID for free admission 
Try our Bigger, Better 
Big Boy 
o it (y 
1006 N. Main    Drive Thru Only 
1540 E. Wooster    Carry Out Only (Open 24 Hours) 
i 
Mondays-10% off any Meal w/College I.D 
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Jets may have to trade first draft pick for Parcells 
The Associated Press  
NEW YORK - When Bill Parcells 
Joined the New England Patriots, he had 
the top pick In the draft awaiting him. If 
he finds a way to coach the New York 
Jets, It just might cost him the No. 1 
choice. 
The Jets, who had the worst record in 
the NFL last season, still want Parcells, 
even though commissioner Paul Taglia- 
bue decided Wednesday that Parcells 
can  coach another team only  if the 
Patriots give permission. 
Gaining that permission will be 
costly, and Patriots owner Robert Kraft 
wants that top draft choice as compen- 
sation. 
The Jets aren't willing to part with 
that. They know New England took 
quarterback Drew Bledsoe In Parcells' 
first draft with the team, and Bledsoe 
has been part of the foundation of the 
AFC champions. 
They also know that Tennessee quar- 
terback Peyton Manning is considering 
leaving school to enter this draft, and 
Manning is regarded just as highly as 
Bledsoe was In 1993. 
•The No. 1 pick wont be part of any 
package the Jets would put together," a 
league source, speaking on condition he 
not be Identified, told The Associated 
Press. "They want him (Parcells), but 
they dont want to give up the top pick 
for a coach. If there is an offer, it will 
not be with the No. 1 pick in It." 
A source close to the Jets said no 
compensation  package has been  put 
together yet. 
The Jets refuse to comment on the 
Parcells situation or whether they plan 
to interview other candidates for the 
Job Rich Kotite resigned in December. 
Kraft is dealing from a position of 
strength and will make the Jets pay 
dearly for Parcells. 
Although he has not yet dismissed the 
possibility of Parcells returning to 
coach the Patriots, that is highly un- 
likely. Kraft is annoyed that Parcells' 
coaching future created a sideshow at 
the Super Bowl last week, and by 
amending his contract a year ago to 
void the fifth season, Parcells made it 
clear he wants to choose where he will 
work In 1997. 
But the commissioner ruled that the 
1996 amendment gave the Patriots an 
option on Parcells' services for 1997. 
Kraft isn't eager to have Parcells 
coaching an AFC East opponent the 
Patriots must play twice a year. And he 
believes getting a player the caliber of 
Orlando Pace. 
PANAMA CITY BEACH FL 
BOOK DIRECT &3ASE! 
MdMS  from$22anight 
lmkuumti   mm 
tUlifUltujUcM  MrMfrom 525 
MMtmumioci! MSsM anW 
sav Here mn party here. Two DeaoVrom 
hott* Ml a ptrty ntgrrtduD rtgm In the 
mkvfc Free keg party on mini. Mar par- 
Bes night*. «ve bands day I night, not roc* 
I rol and reggae, sex on the oeacn and t*W 
contests, two hot dancwoorm. rMer DJs. » 
1-800-874-7101 
Prtti p» piw t** onrjjtt net 
WE OFFER: • Airline Tickets • Tours 
• Cruises • Hotels • Car Rentals 
• Group Arrangements 
• AMTRAK Authorized Agent 
Lowest Fares on Major Airlines... 
We take care of planning at no additional costs for you! 
Our 25th yearSe^ngYou. 
Rag. OH T.A. 0077     352~6567 
140 N. Main St., Bowling Green  
<@> 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
414 WoosterSt. 
352-5276 
1-800-328-4123 
AAA Memberships not required lor 
       these services       TAOOS3 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
SERVICES 
• Airline tickets 
• Car Rentals 
• Hotel Reservations 
• Rail Tickets 
• Cruises 
• Tour Packages 
• Travelers Cheques 
• Passport Photos 
• Travel Insurance 
DISCOVER CARD 
SPRING 
BREAK 
It Pays To Dtscovor! Use Your 
Discover Card And Save Up To $25! 
To Apply For A Card. 
Call 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO. 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise $279 
6 Days-AII Meals-Free Parties^ 
•Includes Taxes 
Cancun $399 
7 Nights-Air*Hotel-Save $150 
on Food ft Drinks 
Jamaica       $419 
7 Nlghts-Air.Hotel-Save $150 
on Food * Drinks 
Florida 
7 Nights-Panama City. Day 
& Cocoa Beach 
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year! 
1-800-678-6386 
2 OUTDOOR POOli  •  1 INDOOR HEATED POOI 
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB   RESTAURANT   • 
SUITES UP IO 10 PEOPLE   KITCHENS WITH MICROWAVES 
TIKI BAR   •   BEACH PARTIES   •   ENTERTAINA\ENT 
VOLIEYBAII   •   SAILBOATS   •   (ETSKIS   •   PARASAILS 
DISCOUNTS TO AREA CLUBS. RES IAURANIS& ATTRACI ION 
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT 
1-800-488-8828 
WWW. SANDPIPERBEACON.COM 
HOME OF THE WORLDS IONCEST KEC PARTY 
650 FEET Or GULF BEACH FRONTAGE 
17403 FRONT BEACH RD. PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL )J413 
: 
WUNG? ffi™ UrKOUi>MnCwirf.«C 
-  K. HAM tT. V MfLfl IKUK   DM. UMf LOSES 
"For Heavens Sake... 
Is your car ready 
for Spring Break?" 
Tire Rotation 
$10.00 
With coupon expires 2/21/97 
•A 
DELIA'S 
TOUCH OF BEAUTY 
1084 S. Main 353^1211 
Hair • Tanning • Nails 
TANNING SPECIAL 
(Bed or Booth) 
15 Visits for $25 
 ; .Expires 1-31-97  
you go 
have a great 
Spring Break 
'97 
Campus Tan 
$10QQ WJU reserve your Spring 
Break times NOW!!.'(Pay the 
rest when you start). 
C\o<* TO 
CampuS 
Lowest 
Prices in 
Town 
Two Week Special 
One Month Unlimited 
S3022 
352-7889 
Lube, Oil & Filter 
$16.95 
With coupon expires 2/21/97 
New Tanning Salon 
It 4> k\*t\ 
The Very Latest In 
Tanning Technology 
Smart-Tan Education 
Clean Environment 
Relocated Hair Salon 
1-oUJi \ri*H*c*At 
Free Consultation 
Aveda haircare products 
Paul Mitchell 
Weila Liquid Hair 
American Crew 
/HANGINGTIMB 
354-5508 
Memberships Available 
2 for 1 special 
Good until Feb. 15, 1997 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
354-2244 
$5.00 off a haircut 
new clients only 
Good until Feb. 28, 1997 
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 
(between College Station & Chi-Chi's) 
t THE TANNING CENTER 250 N. Main ■ 
• 354-1559* 
BG's biggest tanning salon has 
expanded from 10 beds! 
Check out the 2 
new Hex II 
tanning booths! 
Tan faster in booths 
• 10 min. • No sweat • 
• Air cooled • 
10% off any tanning package (bed or booth) 
at any of our 3 locations with this ad. 
(See yellow pages for olfier locations)    exp 2/12/97 1 
\ i 
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The BG News 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
—OMOUM***OB8IOuVN~ 
BGSU's only mulueulairal puUiearicn wants 
youl Th» Oosidian is cummtJy recruiting people 
irwreelsd In doekfop publrslwig. uki 1 pho- 
tography. Meetings are held wrf Mon. ai 
9pm, 202 WHI Kali. T s cal 372-2440. 
—OeWDUN—0«SOAN~ 
AFREE PIZZM3ANCE Party 
The World Sudani Msociaaon a nolding a 
campus-«n0e pany D bring people from all 
around the world together Saturday. Fabruary 
1.8:00pm BMIonigtiM10pO»»snhauer West 
AtUnl Ion BGSEA 
A mistake was mada In the Jan. nawaJatlar. 
T ha Fab. meeting will be on Tuaaday, Fab. 4 
All education major* ara invited 
10 attand at 9pm in 115 Education 
Hopa to aaa you fharal 
ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS APPLY 
INQ FOB UNIVERSITY BUDGETS - Don't tor- 
gal » raaarva a apaoa In ma MANDATORY 
ACGFA Workshops thai will ba hald on Thurs- 
day. Fab. 6. 1907 at 930am, noon, and Fab 
13 at 7pm In tia Town Room of ine Student 
Union. Dr. Tonui Saw/an, Associate Vica 
Praaidant tor Sudani Affairs wil be tie guest 
spaakar. Groupa nol partldpaling In those 
workshops wil not ba allowad to raquasl AC- 
GFA funding For more Info, contact the Stu- 
dam Lite Oftce at 372-2843.  
Attention!! Alt ant tonl! 
BGSU BLOO0MO8ILE 
Fabruary 3-7 
10:30-4:30 Everyday 
Except Wed. 10.30-7:00 
AMANI ROOMICOMMONS BLDG.) 
IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO RE- 
CRUIT QUALITY MEMBERS? Than please at 
fond lha Creative Recruitment Strategies 
Workshop on Wad.. Fab. S. 1987 at 7pm in tia 
Alumni Room of the University Union. Rica 
Robers horn me Honors Program wi ba tia 
guest speaker. For more into contact lha Office 
ol Student Lite at 372-2843  
Journalism course number* era changing. 
Don't be surpnsad il you pre-ragiswr for one 
number and gal another Any questions? Sea ' 
advisor.  
Solve the Crime -- Mysfories on Campus 
and wn a cash prize 
Friday January 31. MaoDonald Country aide 
Teaser - 530pm, Show 7pm 
•Free)' 
For more into cal 2-7164, sponsored by UAO 
Spnng Break Sign-Ups, 
Panama City Beach. Fl 
January 27-31 Union Lobby 
9am -4pm 
$190 w'o transportation 
$285 w/ transportation 
Payable by cash, check, and credit card 
$25 security deposit required 
Sigrvups will continue In Via UAO office. 330 
Uraon afar i/3i Ouaaaans? Cal 2-7164, 
sponsored by UAO 
Summer Workshop: The Music and Culture ol 
B«*,3crectt hours. May 20-June 12.1997 
Travel to Bat, Indonesia. B explore music and 
culture. Stuoy tie famous oameian tradition. 
attend music and ntual leeBvala: Bur cultural 
attractions n various vslaoee, and train wim 
spacaaists in music, dance, art or religion. The 
workshop is cantered in Peliatan, a Baenese 
village which specializes in ma ana and at 
well-known tor wetcorrang visitors Students 
wil enjoy a unique experience with Baanese 
cufture at minimal cost. The workshop la open 
fo al undergraduafoe and graduate student; no 
poor musical knowledge is necessary. Contact 
Dr David Harmsh (372-8467. dhar- 
iissy>bgnst bgsu edu) tor moreintormaBoo. 
VOLUNTEER* SOUP KITCHEN 
WITH COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
FRDAY MEET 6 4PM BA 111 
•Give a Penny from Your HearT 
Give to the United Way 
4th Annual Untied Way Penny Drive 
Kick off Feb. 3 8 4 in Via Union Foyer 
Drive runs through Feb .14 
Sponsored by University Ambassadors 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Baby attars available 
Cal 372-7830 or 
353-4117 (work), Victor. 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
Sudani Financial Services has information on 
3.400+ public 6 private sector funding sources. 
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINAN 
CIAL AID! For information 1400-263-6495 eit 
F5S448 
International students. DV-1 Greencard 
Program available. 1-800-773-8704 
Applications dose Feb. 10.1997 
Money for college. We can help you obtain 
funding. Thousands ol awards available fo all 
students. Immediate qualification 
1-800451-3393.  
Ptagnani? 
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential t Caring 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Cenler. 
PERSONALS 
138 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk Beach  Resort - Panama City's 
Spring Break Haadquaners Only $28 Par Per- 
sonl RestricaOns Apply. 1-800-224-4*61. 
AAA1 . NATIONAL DATING HOT-LINE I 
Find your special some-one now, 
1-900-484 7009 Ext. 1129$2.0B/nvn. 
Sarv-U (6! 9)645-8434 18. T tone 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grant* 8 
achcaaranlpa available from *poneon>lll No 
prepayments, ever!!! ttlCeen for oot- 
lega$$$. For Info: 1-600-243-2438.  
BE NAMED THE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USQI 
USG will ba awarding the 
•USO   ORGANIZATION   OF   THE    YEAR 
AWARD' 
fo tm organization that bail displays how 
they have benaHtted me BGSU » 
Bowling Green community 
To enter. *eubml a 8 lo 10 nan. video to 
USO dtopleylng their eccompaehment* 8 
strength* at BOSU*ki 6X3. 
Top 3 videos will be shown at USG s 1st AN- 
NUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH 5 In 
from ol Dr. Ribeau. faculty and follow Universi- 
ty org. members. 
'$15 donation B DANCE MARATHON Is re- 
quired B enter. Videos 8 donaoona (checks 
made payable lo USG) can be sent c the USG 
office In 404 Sudani Services 
•DeedHne la Feb. 21. For more kilo, call 
372-8028, or 372-1116. 
USG—USG-USG 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK! 
A student only motel. 
Break away to the hotleet action kl Florida 
where guy* meet* glrfo! NEW motel on the 
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging, 
bssnh vea«yb*a, tree MTV Pool 8 wetber 
open 24 hour*, b.y.o b Free gold card wrth 
check-In. Donl be left oU of thai Special 
Promotion!    hnp:'rwww.daytone-lnn.oom. 
CALL1-80f>-882-0819. 
DG-DG-DG-DG 
Congrats B Am* Dasco 
on her recant engagement 
B Lou Kramer. 
DG'DG'OG'DG 
Do you foal anxioua when speaking In pub- 
lic or In the daaarnnm? Bnef workshops on 
speech anxiety are new being offered FREE 
through a study being conducted in tie Dept pi 
Psychology. Cal 372-2540 tor more intorma- 
Bbn  
DU'DU'DU'DU 
RUSH 
DELTA UPSILON 
DU'DU'DU'DU 
INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: M 8 W DOU- 
BLES BILIARDS - FEB. 3: M 6 C - REC 
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL FEB 5; M.W. 8 
C&REC CURLING. FEB. 11. ALL ENTRIES 
DUE BY 4O0PM IN 130 PERRY FELD 
HOUSE. 
Journalism course numbers 
ARE CHANGING 
Donl be surpnsad if you 
pre-rap)*for for one number 
and get another. 
Any questions? 
Sao advisor. 
KD' LI Amanda' K0 
In just a few hours 
you wil know who I am. 
We aril be the best tugrlil pair 
KD has ever had I 
Love your Big?? 
KD'Li Amanda'KD 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
GRAB A DATE AND 
DONTBELATE 
MEET AT COLLEGE STATION 
TONIGHT 930 
PM KAPPA TAU 
PM Ml' PHI MU' PHI Ml 
Baal of luck*). 
Linda Martin - Public Relations 
Karen Ward-Catering 
Dana Koch   Family Relations 
Overs* committee* for Dance Marathon! 
PHI MU ' PM MU ' PHI MU 
PHMU'PHIMU'PHIalU 
Thanks tor being such a wonderful 
House Dlracforl Coeaenl We love 
ya - rhe/ika for putting up 
wifhusl 
PHMU'PHIUU'PHIUU 
PISANELLO'S 
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open al Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
203 N. Main, BG 352-5166 
s 
A 
L 
E 
ENDS 
2/28/97 
J ITEM PIZZA SALE 
■Sm $4.25 
lMed....$5.50 
.Lg $6.75 
to* 352-5166 
FREE DELIVERY 
. No! valid with any other offer. Coupon not necessary 
I Chicago Style Extra Expires 2-28-97 
*    "*    
M
    Wolta WoodCoi purity's BcalE^ 
DEADLINE FOR BtOLOOY SCHOLARSHIP 
APPUCA'tTOtse' a February 10. 
DG'DG'OG'DG 
Congrats fo Katie Mcconneil on her 
lavalienng to Sgma Chi Alan Niese. 
DG'DG'OG'DG 
PHI MU—PW MU—PM MU 
Congratulations BMagan Mayer 
on her ENGAGEMENT B Stave Fergueon! 
PM MLffW IIU~PHI MU 
SENIOR PICTURES 
LAST CHANCE 
Carl Wolf Studios wet ba on campus starting 
Jan. 27 tor only S days. That * THE last chance 
tor May 6 August grads. Cal 372-8066 B 
schedule your sitting. Photos taken in me 
yeertook place 26 Weal Hal. 
SPRING 1REAK PANAMA CfTY IEACH 
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH 
RESORT. S POOLS, 1 IN0OON POOL. 
HUGE BEACHSIOE HOT TUi, SUITES UP 
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME 
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY. 
FREE INFO 1-800-469-8828. 
WWW.SANOPIPERBEACON.COM 
TAKE A BITE ANO ON THE MOVE 
FOR HEALTH AND JOY 
Cal (372-9356) now to find out about an 
a vrk program designed B educate 
about healthy eating and 
exercise habits (weight management). 
Wed 3:30 5.00pm Beginning 2/5/97 
Or PraventnnAVellness 372-9355 
TURNING PONTS 
An informal discussion group 
About eating disorders, weight issues 
6 normal eating 
Beginning Wad. Feb. 19 
Meets 3 30 5 OOpm 
To register cal 372 2061 
Co-sponosored by Counseling Cenfor 
6 Sudani Heeim Service 
USG-USG'USG 
USG corclaty invites all members of 
tie University community B: 
USO'a let Annual UnrvereMy Banquet 
March 5, Lanhsrt Grand Ballroom. 7pm 
Co*tis$12psrperson4isbureersble 
Dimer win be provided 6 ell proceeds win 
be donated o DANCE MARATHON. 
' Dr. Ribeau will be the featured speaker. 
* Coma saw video presentations about Uravara 
ity orgamzatjonsi USG wil be awarding THE 
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR A- 
WAROI 
* An award will be given B the organization 
with the moat members in attendance! 
Pis aaa RSVP by Fab. 21 
for more info, call the USG office 
at 372-8126 or 372-6026. 
USG'USGTJSG' 
USG-USG-USG 
USG  NEEDS  2 OFF  CAMPUS  DISTRICT 
SENATORS! 
' required B abend General Assembly meet- 
ings every other Monday. 
* artend comminee meetings every other Mon- 
day 11 not m General Assemory 
' serve on a University committee 
GET INVOLVED ON BGSU'S CAMPUSI 
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE I 
For more into, pick up an application in 
404 Sudani Services or call 372 6026 
USG-USG-USG 
Wake n Bake tor 
Spring Break 1987 
'Jamaica 'Panama City 
'Cancun *Daytona 
'Padre •Bahama* 
Call tor FREE Into Packelll 
1-800-426-7710 
Warned 100 students Lose 8 B 100 foe. New 
metabolism breakthrough Or. recommended 
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free Gift. 
1-800-435-7581 
You are Invited to a 
Lunch Tana Talk tor 
Black HMory Month!! 
•Gander Perspectives and Couneelmg Tools' 
presented by Dr. Shanon Brown 
Campus Room, University Union 
Feb 4.199711:30am-i:30pm.FREE 
•Grve a Penny from Your HearT 
Give lo the United Way 
4th Annual United Way Penny Drive 
K«W of Fab 3 44 in the Union Foyer 
Drive runs through Fab. 14 
Sponsored by University Ambassadors 
WANTED 
1 Female non smoking subleaser 
needed immed at 605 2nd SL Apt B 
8165/mo Cal Amy 352-4809 
2 UettaUce HckaU 
FOR SALE 
Call 2-3376 
tsmS'i Sundays I 
SUNEfift 
a   ELEVEN   O'CLOCK   • 
3 rmsss warned tor Wooster St house 
SlUSrmo. Summar 1997 through May 1998. 
Call Brian al 353 6915  
In cooperation with the President's office. USG 
is currently accepting applications "or the posi- 
tion of Sudani Member of the Board of 
trustees Applications must ba undergraduate 
students in good academic and disciplinary 
standing with the university Two year ap- 
pointment that could begin aa early as Aprs 
I997 with term ending in March 1999. Appkos 
Dons can be picked up In 404 Student Service* 
6musibei»tumadbySpmF*b.7. 
Solve Cnma    Myslerie* on Campus 
and wm a cash prirs 
Friday. January 31. MecDonald Countryside 
Teaser - 530pm, Show 7pm 
Tie*' 
For more info cal 2-7184. sponsored by UAO 
Wanted a Celiac or Gluten 
intoleranl individual tor 
a tasle test ol a gluten-litre 
muffin. Call Kristen Surrall 
lor detail © 372-6664 
Wanted: summer subleaser. One bedroom 
furnished apt. 3 blocks horn campus on Manvl- 
Ila Call Trad. 354-1459 
WEB PAGE DESK5NE RS WANTED 
Mraoeott front page experience a pus. 
Also took tor JAVA, CGI. ate. 
Work pan erne, set own schedule 
Sand e-mail B |patterson©mindspring.com 
Fas resume 419-872-2516 
HELP WANTED 
$10008 POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. Part 
Time. Al Home. Toll Frea (1) 800-218-9000 
Eit. R-2076 for Listings 
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING Psrt Time At 
Home. To» Free (1) 800 218 9000 Em. T-2076 
for Listings ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
$1500 weakly potential mailing our circulars. 
For into cal 301 -429-1326 
100 Gymnasftcs Jobs: Children's Summer 
Camps. NY. PA, MAINE. Teach - beam. bars, 
floor, vault, dance, aerobics. Cal Ariene Sue 
isand1-600-443-6428FAX:516-933-7949 
AC Tool 6 Dm Co. ol DeshJer. OH has lha fol- 
lowing full-time positions open: Machinist. 6 
CMC programmer operator. We offer a full 
benefit package 6 competitive wages. Apply m 
person or sand resume B AC Tool 8 Die. 
3-278 State Rt 18. Destller, OH 43516. Ann 
Peggy 1*1 
ASIA EMPLOYMENT 
Learn how students have made $2S-$45Vhr. 
reaching   basic   conversational    English    m 
Japan. Taiwan, or S. Korea. Many employers 
provide room 6 board and/or other benefits 
Call: 206-971 -3570 s.t J55445  
Childcare needed in my Perrysburg home for 3 
toddlers, flex, hours. Experienced, reliable. 6 
have own transportatton. Good pay! Call after 
4pm 878-4262  
Computer Student Well versed in computer 
technology B help leach family how to use 
compufor. Wil Pay. Call 353-0505 Donl call 
altar 11pm. 
COUNSELORS   INSTRUCTORS neededl 
100 positional Coed summar camp. Pocono 
MIS., PA Good salary/ops! (906) 889-3339 
Cruise Shto Jobs 
»300-$000 weekly year round positions hiring 
bom marvwoman  Free room 6 board. Wil 
Train  call  7 days.  (407)  875-2022.   E<1 
0S81C0S 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
Travel me world 
(Hawaii. Mexico. Carlbbaan) 
6 earn an excellent income m me 
Cruise 6 Land-Tour Industry 
F or detals.CSl 1-206-971-3550SX1.C55449 
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT 
Travel Eastern Europe 
by teaching basic conversational English in 
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. Inexpensive 
Room 6 Board . other potential benefita Find 
out how B succeed in this field. Call: (206) 
971-3680 em K55441.  
EMACO Cleaning now n,nng 1 part-time posi 
Don. Student needed through Aug. 97. Transp 
a mustl Cat 833-4567, leave message. 
UfflREmiS 
Large & Small Houses 
Still Available 
211 E Reed St. 3 Bedroom for 5 
- 6 students 
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts. 9 
payment lease, Furn., A/C. 
And also several other Apts. 
Also Rooms. 
Listing avail. 24 hrs 
Office 316 E Merry #3 
or call 353-0325 
..0. SAUDER« READY TOGO! 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS 
COMPUTERS DESKS 
BEDROOMS BOOKCASES 
END TABLES CEDAR CHEST: 
10* OFF ALL REG. PRICE 
ITEMS W/ BGSU I.D. 
Banner 
EXPRESS FURNITURE 
3337 Monroa St. (only) 
Open Doily 10 to 7 
CJOMTJ Sunday      rtnn* 244-3751 
FREE T-SHIHT 611000 
Credit Card kindrajsers lor fraternities, soron 
bee 6 groups. Any campus organization can 
raise up to 11000 by earning a whopping 
88.0O/VISA application Call 1 800 9324)528 
ail. 65. Oualilied callers receive 
FHEET-3HIRT 
Mind your own buslneealColorWorks Is cur 
rentty recruiting on campus for a smiled num- 
ber of summar V7 management positions 
Gain hands on experience in managing a busi- 
ness in your hometown. Opportunities avails 
he inTosedo, Syfvanla. Maumee, and other 
area* Summar earnings 8749,000. To speak 
lo a campus representative call 
1-600-477-1001.  
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT 
fiaoonal Parks hire forestry workers, park 
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards 6 volunteer and 
government positions Excellent benefits 6 
bonus potential. Cal: 1-206-971-3620 exi 
N55448. 
Weed a Tutor for Flect/omcs Course Please 
cal Save at 353-2022. 
FOR SALE 
#1 Aweaome Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruissi 6 Days 8279I Includes All Meals, Par- 
baa 6 Taxasl Great Beaches 6 Nighdilel 
Leaves from Ft. Laudardafol springbreak- 
travel.com 1-800-678-6386. 
#1 Aweeome Florida Spring Break I Panama 
Crtyl Room Wlti Kitchen Near Bars $1191 Dey- 
tona Best Location 11391 Florida's New Hots 
pol Cocoa Beach HIBn (1691 springbreak- 
Baval.com 1-800-878-8388.  
•1 Awesome Cancurl A Jamaica Spnng Break 
SpeOalsl 7 Nights Air 6 Hotel From $4291 Save 
$150 On Food. Drinks 6 Frae ParOasI 111% 
Lowest Price Guarameel springbreak- 
lraval.com 1 -800-676-6366  
4 Megabyte expansion memory for Gateway 
2000 coiorbook Laptop computer Can be used 
as sscond memory module to increase avail. 
aysfom memory. $90 contact Amy. 353-7296 
85 CHEVY CELEBRITY AUTO. POWER 
STEERING. WHITE. CRUISE. STEREO. 
EXCELLENT CONO, $1600CALL 352 5595 
95 Ford Probe. Black w/ black interior, 5 spd., 
AMrFM Cass. Rear defrosL A/C. Vary dean, 
vary low mile*. Call Kely 353-6118. asking 
$10.900  
Cable Deecrambler Kit 
$14.95 - See ALL the channels. 
1 -(800) 752-1389 
Canon starwngnter 60 Word processor used 
twice Comae with phnfor, disks, paper. $200 
OBO.     Call     352-9131      or 
l 
►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
CHARLESTON APARTMENTS 
AND 
MID AM MANOR 
• NOW RENTING • 
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance 
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 
water Included, air conditioning 
641 Third St Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 362-4380  1 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦I 
jarrarsarvt^bgnat. bgau.edu 
Computer tor sale 466 IBM Comparable 
Ha* a modem, aoundblastar, 4 megabytes ol 
RAM. 120 megabyte hard drive $ a printer. 
MSOCsl 364 5017 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
100 men. par month FREE 
Cal Tadek tor details. 
419356 2005 
GOVT FORECLOSED home* from pennies 
on $1. Delinquent Tax. Repo's, REO'S. Your 
Area. To* Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. H-2076 
for currant IstJnga. 
IBM compatible CPU unit floppy drive, moni- 
tor. HP 520 deskjet printer ml WP 6.0, com 
pleat package $200 OBO. 13" color TV $30 
Call 364 8513. leave massage.  
Queen size bookcase waterbed with 8 drawer 
pedestal New matlre*s with all accauone* 
$175 Cal 372 7637 
SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadi- 
lacs. Cnevys. BMWs, Corvetlee. Also Jeeps. 
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1400-218-9000 
fc it A-2078 tor current listings 
SEIZED CARS Irom $175 Porsche*. Cad* 
lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps. 
IWDI Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-21S-9000 
Ext. A-2076 lor gjrrenl lagnfla.  
Used loft tor sale $65 
cal Kalhryn & 372-3068 
DANIEL DAY-LEWIS" 
WINONA RYDER 
Arthur Miller's Timeless 
Talc of Truth on Trial. 
GsMJOBLK 
una 
Fri. 7:00 9:30 12 Midnight 
Sat Sun 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 
Sat only 
12 Mid 
(R) 
FOR RENT 
• 87-M • Apia. 6 Houeee 
Avaliable Cloee lo Camoua 
311/318 E. Marry. 9 pymt lease 
211 E. Read St. and many more 
CeH for Uetlnga 383-0328 
or listing* avail. 24 hrs at 
office 318 E. Merry 83 
? bedroom apt, dose u campus $500/mo * 
dec Call (517) 278-6911.  
Apt tor rent, free cable, new carpet 
Call 354-7079. 
APTS FOR '97 AT '96 RATES 
601 3rd * 1 bdrm furn * grads only 
704 Sti' 2 brjrm fum * 9 or 12 lease 
7107th"2bormunfum' 12 mth lease 
PLEASE CALL382-9448' 9AM 9PM 
Avail, lor Rent Aug 1, 97 
Close fo Univ. Year lease req'd. 
•3 bdrm home exc. oond. 
226E. Marry SL 
■3 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise 
•1 bdrm apt. 443N. Enterprise 
cal 886-4651 
AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY. Clean 6 race up- 
per apt 3 large rooms, smallish kit., huge bath. 
Al new heater (gas), plumbing, elec Off street 
parking Quiet street GREAT landlord. $425 8 
uW Cal 354-1633.  
O 6 O RENTALS - Al of our units ara within 2 
blocks ol campus. Now renting for fall. Attrac- 
tive, wall-maintained units: 
608 E. WOOSTER - Spacious duplex located 
directly across from campus. Upper unit-2 
bdrm ./max occup 4. Lower unit-2 bdrm. /max 
occup 4. Reserved parking. 
234 S. COLLEGE - 2 bdrm  houee/max oc- 
cup 4. 2 bdrm.  rear apL/irau occup 3. 
Reaarved parking. 
850 SCOTT HAMILTON - E icepbonaly nice 2 
bdrm. unita/max occup 4 par unit Laundry fa- 
cUtties/sl umu air cond Reserved pkg 
838 SCOTT HAMILTON 3 yr old duplex/front 
unit avail 2 bttrm/max occup 3. Reaarved pkg 
CALL DAG RENTALS AT (419) 287-3233 
AND ASK FOR EVA OR ELLIE 
Free Jan. rant Female subleaser needed im- 
mediatety. 2 blocks from campus. $155/monfh 
plus unities. 354-8271  
HOUSE FOR RENT/DOOM 6 BOARD. 2 
STORY 4 BEDROOM HOME. 8 MILES FROM 
BGSU LOCATED IN WATERVILLE. BUILT- 
IN SWMMINQ POOL, JACUZZI. EXERCISE 
ROOM. 2 FULL BATHROOMS, PLENTY OF 
STORAGE SPACE. 8400 PER MONTH, 
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL FREE LOCAL 
MOVE-IN. AND FREE LOCAL RELOCATION 
OUT. (419) 878-3777. 
Houses/ 1 A 2 bdim turn. apts. year. 9 mo.. 8 
summer leases 352-7454 
Mala roommate needed 2nd semester. Jan. 
paidtor cable paid for. $i55rmo. Call Jason 
(419)894-6369.  
New house - 3 bdrm. 1 bath, large closets 812 
Third St. $695. snort lease avail Call PM or 
Deb at 474 5344. 
Now Renting Rooms 
Spnng Semester 
Cell 353-0325 
Room avail, m BG home. Grad male pre! 
Call 3521631 or 354-6701. 
Sublease our Apt. m May! Spacious 2 br. ac, 
Univ. Visages. Free Water. Gas. Sewer. Cal 
Now. 354-3227. 
Subleaser needed tor the summar. Studio apt. 
If interested, please call 353-7905. Amy. 
Subleaser wanted $ 120/mo 
Own room, non-drinker or 21. 
354-7204 
Subfeaseri Needed NOW" 
2 bdrm, 2 bathroom, $4SO/month Aval. 01 Au- 
gust Cal 353-2188. 
Very close to cam pus. Free utilities 
J130/mo or best offer, lease ends on May 15 
pfoasa call 353-3300 Tang, teav* message. 
Cinemark Theatres 
0 CINEMA 5 ^X"and 
® 11234 N. Main St 354-0558 
Star Wars (PG) 
No Super savers 
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:48  12:30 
Metro (R) 
2 00 SO0 7:30 10:15 
Beverly Hills Ninja (PG-13) 
1:30 3:30 5:40 800 10:20 
In Love and War (PG-13) 
1:45 4:45 7:15 9:55 
Scream (R) 
1:15 330 5:30 7:45  10O0 12:15 
Times after 12am are 
Fri. & Sat. Onlv 
^l Howard's Club|-| l^ 
r^tw^ 210 N Main 352-9951 W_ ^^ 
Fri. 8L Sat. 
RIZZO 
Band Starts at 10:00pm 
'-*• '   - -  »• fc 
Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Don't just sit ^ 
there! Stop in 
uoo^yfOTaccimplete    vx 
1997/1998 apartment listing*^ 
RE Management 
Call Now/ 
352-9302 
113 Railroad St. 
Open Mon thru Pri 
8:00am - 5:00pm 
• 
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Theli Pages 
"It's all about friction, baby" 
ffStar Wars11 mania sweeps through campus 
Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
The return of "Star Wars" 'to theatres 
has Bowling Green students worked 
into an absolute frenzy. 
This generation has grown up on "Star 
Wars" and its return inspires many 
emotions. It's like going back to their 
childhood many University students 
said. 
Most of the University students sur- 
veyed said they liked the First movie the 
best. These students also had a wide 
range of favorite characters and reasons 
for the popularity of "Star Wars" 
through the years. 
Jason Huber. senior history major, 
said the original is his favorite because 
it simply has everything. Han Solo was 
Huber's favorite character. The origi- 
nal has the happy ending, the Tight 
scenes, and the introduction of all the 
characters he said. 
"It really makes you remember what 
you did and enjoyed as a kid," Huber 
said. 
Huber added that although he owns 
all the movies on tape and still watches 
them he definitely plans to see the film 
this weekend.With the new six movies 
the "Star Wars" saga may wear out its 
welcome, although I hope it doesn't 
Huber said 
Huber said he doesn't think that 
people will get tired of the saga but he 
would not be surprised if they do get 
sick of it in the furture when the 
prequcls and Final three arc released. 
Jason Chapman, freshman business 
and prelaw major, said that he also 
wants to see the film this weekend and 
is curious to check out the improve- 
ments and additional footage. Chapman 
said that Luke is his favorite character 
because he seems to get his motivation 
from his father. Although he has only 
seen the First two Films Chapman said 
"Star Wars" is his favorite. 
He added that if they keep the same 
plots without doing something new for 
the action packed Film of the century. 
Both students said that "Star Wars" 
is not just a "boys thing" and that ev- 
eryone can get into it. 
When the new Films come out in a few 
years the stars of the original fims like 
Harrison Ford and Carrie Fischer will 
not be a part of but that will not be a 
problem according to Witt. 
Witt said that the special effects and 
the story are the most important ele- 
ments to the the Films. 
The moon Endor's furry little ewoks 
were Witt and Molick favorite charac- 
ters. 
They are like little teddy bears said 
Molick. 
Mark Levey, sophomore accounting 
and Finance major, agreed that the story 
is more important that whatever actors 
are in it. He said that you have to re- 
member that Ford. Fischer, and Mark 
Hamill were all unknowns when the 
original came out. 
Levey said that "Return of the Jedi" 
is his favorite and Chewbacca is his fa- 
vorite character. 
Chewbacca always gets his way. 
'Levey said. All he has to do let out a 
Wookie grunt and he has control. 
Tim Ranck. sophomore creative writ- 
ing major, also said that the films' ap- 
peal has more to do with George Lucas 
and the story than with the actors. 
He added that the "Star Wars" saga 
has something for everyone which is 
why it has been so successful. 
Ranck's favorite character is R2D2 
because he doesn't really do much ex- 
cept sit around and beep. He liked the 
original because that is how it all 
started. 
Ranck also said that the new films will 
be a good idea of they are promoted 
well. 
"Star Wars" is playing at the Wood- 
land Mall Theatres and in Toledo at 
Showcase Cinemas. Advance tickets are 
available for both theatres. 
Han Solo confronts Jabba the Hutt in one of the new scenes added to "Star Wars" 
Superfans show their devotion 
Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
Just about everyone calls themselves 
a "Star Warsfan but there are always a 
few individuals who take it one step 
further. 
Jeff Carney, junior political science 
major, and Chris Morris, junior psy- 
chology major are two of these super 
fans. 
With their room full of "Star Wars" 
memoribilia. including action figures 
and ships like the Millenium Falcon, 
these two students are symbolic of the 
effect "Star Wars" has had on this gen- 
eration. 
In their dorm room they have two 
dressers pushed together and the top is 
covered with action figures in a perpetual 
battle. 
Carney thinks that the appeal of "Star 
Wars' is that it is that its bottom line a good 
movie. 
"The movie is told in a fast paced style 
that draws on classic themes like rescu- 
ing the damsel in distress and defeating 
the evil knight dressed in black." Carney 
said. "The story also borrows from my- 
thology and fairy tales." 
Carney's favorite of the series is an 
unconventional choice, the dark and ob- 
scure (for "Star Wars") "The Empire 
Strikes Back',Carney said he likes the 
character development and because it has 
a rare ending where the good guys don't 
win. He also cited the heightening con- 
flict between Luke and Vader as a high 
point. 
"Empire" was the first movie 
Carney ever saw in the theatre when 
his Dad took him way back in 1980. 
A similiar emotion was expressed 
by many other students who said that 
they really want to see "Star Wars" 
in the theatres because they were too 
young when the original came out. 
Wedge Antilles. Luke's bombing 
run partner in all three movies, was 
Carney's favorite character. He said 
he is the only minor character who 
survives all three in movies. 
Wedge and Han Solo saved Luke's 
X-wing ass so he could fire those fa- 
tal torpedos into the Death Star in the 
first movie. He also braved a 
snowspeeder crash on Hoth in the sec- 
ond one. He also helped Lando take 
out the re-built Death Star in "Return 
of the Jedi." 
Carney and Morris subscribe to the 
official "Star Wars" fanclub magazine 
"Star Wars Insider" published by 
Lucasfilms. 
The magazine is published four times 
a year and has update on how the new 
films are coming and usually has an 
interview with one of the original cast 
members. 
"Insider" has also reported on some 
overzealous fans who have started Jedi 
Knight cults and other wacked-out stuff. 
Carney said he definitely plans to sec 
all the movies when they arc re-rc- 
leased, possibly several times. 
"No Doubt" about jazzy Jackie O 
Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
Local bands these days need some- 
thing different to differentiate them- 
selves from the rest of the crowd. Hav- 
ing a distinct sound can develop into a 
large fan base and really help a band 
suceed. Jackie O, a local band in Bowl- 
ing Green,combines various styles in- 
cluding: jazz. funk, rhythm, blues, and 
rock. 
"I think were all of that stuff.", lead 
singer Olivia Reardon says. 
With the unique sound and a heavy 
hom section. Jackie O has increased in 
popularity since their arrival. Some of 
that success can be attributed to their 
smorgasbord of different styles. 
"I think we're unique at least to the 
Bowling Green scene.", says Mohom. 
the band's lead guitar. This band con- 
sists of 8 members, featuring the three 
guitars — Mohom. Matt Truman 
(rhythm and backup vocals), and Tom 
Ruck (bass). Olivia leads on vocals. 
Sean Shacklctt on drums, and the hom 
section includingMike.Todd.and Jim 
In addition to that, guest appearances 
arc made from Anthony and Wes on 
harmonica, as well as a keyboardist. 
With all that in mind, how can you 
keep everyone happy about what mu- 
sic to play? 
"We have little spats, but generally 
it is a democracy. Everyone has the 
same ideas in mind, its just gcttting 
them across that can be a problem.". 
Mohom said. 
Olivia. Sean, and Mohom are consid- 
ered the band's leaders, but Olivia has 
some ideas why. 
"I am only because I'm mean,". 
Olivia admits. 
Having 8 or more people on stage at 
once, reminds me of the sixties with 
producer Phil Spector and the Shirelles. 
For those who don't understand, it is a 
wall of sound. So many different in- 
struments in one room together blast- 
ing way creates a standout sound. 
Whatever sound you a looking for; jazz, 
blues, rock, or even a little metal — 
Jackie O delivers. 
Even though the) arc a young band, 
which started in the summer of 96'. they 
just finished a live interview on WFAL. 
in which they played two songs. 
"Smarch" and "For Awhile". Withonly 
10 original songs made, Jackie O de- 
pends on some covers for their shows. 
sec Jackie O pg. 12 
'Superfans" Jeff Carney and Chris Morris with their collection 
photo by Amy Van Horn 
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September's Children are a band for all seasons 
Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
How many limes have you gone lo 
hear a band al a local club and struggled 
to hear the person next to you or swear 
you heard sirens on the way home when 
it was only the ringing in your ears? 
September's Children, an extremely 
active lively folkish rock, accoustic 
band is a beautiful alternative your ears 
will thank you for. This three member 
band, consisting of Greg Lesinski, 
Brian Bocian. and Drew Stainbrook, 
have only been playing together since 
October of 95'. 
With congos and perccusion added in 
by Drew, this smooth light V easy trio 
has enhanced the variety of musical 
venues. With 32 orginals under their 
belt and numerours popular covers. 
September's Children really keep the 
crowd into it. 
With requests, we can either play that 
song or something really close to it.". 
Drew says. 
Bands that they have covered in con- 
cert include: Dave Mathews Band, 
Rusted Root, Violent Femmes, and 
Oasis. Sometimes, in order to have a 
little fun with the song, the trio will 
change the complexion of the song. In 
some Van Morrison songs, for example, 
they added solos and other unusual 
schemes. Also, they can play renditions 
of the Indigo Girls (imagine three guys 
singing that) and Bob Dylan favorites. 
September's Children, has just re- 
leased a self-title tape that contains 
someoftheirfineaccousticwork. They 
use nearly all the money they make 
from shows and put it into a fund, which 
in time will be used to produce a CD. 
This is something we've always re- 
ally wanted to do,'"Brian says. 
Music has always been extremely im- 
portant for these musicians. 
"We all are in different fields of study, 
but I think no matter what I do I will 
always be involved with music.'"Brian 
says. 
Influences of September's Children 
include, Dave Mathews Band. Black 
Crowes.Gino Valenni,Bob Dylan.fam- 
ily member, especially an Uncle Tim 
who played guitar, and even Boys to 
Men. 
"All aspects of music contribute to 
new 
TheA3owling Green State University Lesbian, 
Gay. Bisexual, and Transgender organization 
VISION 
Launch party next Thursday 
see next Tuesday's paper for details 
ourstyle."'Drew says. 
Bowling Green has gotten a large 
taste of these influences on them. many 
of their covers follow what has inspired 
them. 
This weekend they will be playing 
Friday at Junction with Grasshopper Pie 
and Saturday at Quarters (M.T.Mugs). 
The Glass Eye. a local music paper, 
reviewed their album and compared 
them with "Simon and Garfunkel". 
Yet. September's Children is very 
modest about their work and don't agree 
with the paper's view. 
"To me that's not right. Don't call 
me Simon and Garfunkel because 
they're so far above us that's like in- 
sulting them.'" Greg says. 
"It's a compliment, but you go on 
from where you're at. We take every- 
thing in stride,'".Drew says. 
Since all three members are students 
at Bowling Green, finding lime to prac- 
tice is difficult. It takes a lot of dedica- 
tion and love of music to play two or 
three times a week, as ihey are. 
"Music is more of a release than 
anything.'"Greg says. 
With only three people, management 
of the band is split between all three. 
Someone always seems to be picking 
up the slack. 
"It's definitely a collective effort,"' 
Greg says. 
"We understand each other and help 
the other's out if there is a problem,'" 
Drew says. 
When ideas conflict, as they have a 
way of happening, this mellow trio says 
'no problem'. 
"All of us except something, if it 
doesn't work.". Brian says. 
So if you are looking for a not-so-loud 
accoustic. yet rock group that will keep 
your feet tapping and ears from not ring- 
ing, then. September's Children is it. 
Jackie O cont. from pg. 11 
Yet. they do not let that disrupt Jackie 
O's focus. Some of their influences in- 
clude.Jimmi Hendrix. Curtis Mayfield. 
"smooth music" (as Mohom puts it). 
old R & B.and funk. These musicians 
seem cool as cats on the stage, but ev- 
eryone knows that the pressure to per- 
form exists. 
I just want to make sure that I'm hav- 
ing fun and not stressed out about it,". 
Olivia says.   "It's just really hard be- 
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi 
Proudly Introduce Our New Officers 
President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Corr. Secretary 
Rec. Secretary 
Scholarship 
Marshal 
Editor, 
Alumni: 
Sergeant-at- 
arms    " 
PD at Large 
•S: 'A 
Gordy Heminger 
Jason Anderson 
Hate Bickel 
Joe Iacobucd 
Tons Hollender 
MlkeBeals 
Steve Dickerson 
»:   r David 
Clalboume 
MlkePUckert 
Scott Murphy 
Mark Keller 
aul Adelsperger 
cause people see you up there and they 
judge you from this one thing. What 
your ability to play or sing is and you 
have nothing else to show them, so they 
make judgements right away,". 
This reviewer has seen two of their 
concerts and people seem very atten- 
tive to their sound, which is exactly 
what Jackie O likes as a crowd re- 
sponse. 
We like audiences that like to groove. 
We feed off of the crowd,". Mohom 
says. 
With increasing gigs in joints like 
Easystrcet and Howard's. Bowling 
Green students are getting a taste of 
some original raw music, which is a 
nice change from MTV. Yet this band 
has the ability to make it there. 
I really liked their style. I thought the 
brass section added a certain unique 
quality to their fun music. They have a 
great deal of potential and I wouldn't 
be surprised to see them on MTV some- 
day." 
Eric Kuebler. a popular culture ma- 
jor specializing in music, says. 
One of their popular covers. "Stop 
Dragging Around". was originally done 
by Lenny Kraviiz. Afewoftheirsongs 
including the Kraviiz tune,almost have 
MQ^l Hey 
IMAGINE 
The Unique Boutique 
HAS MOVED! 
Visit us ai 445 E. Woosler 
(Al the railroad (racks) 
Mon-Sal 11-9     Sunday 12-6 
352-3306 
a No Doubt feeling in there. Also, I 
have heard others compare them to 
Gwen Stefani's bunch, but with a 
heavier horn element. 
If they say that (being compared to 
No Doubt) I'm so proud. I Ihink that's 
fantastic", female lead singer Olivia 
says. 
Yet. Jackie O doesn't believe they 
have any particular sound. 
"We do everything from Jimmi 
Hendrix to Stcvie Nicks to Patti 
Lobel.", Mohom says. 
By the way. the name Jackie O. re- 
fers to Jackie Onasis. the first lady lo 
John F. Kennedy. Onasis was Ihe femi- 
nine style for about five years in the six- 
ties and that's why Olivia chose her for 
a title. 
I think the name has an important role 
in the band.". Mohom syas. 
Just another reason to go see them. 
Their next dale is February 21th al 
Easystrcet wilh other gig&to be added 
later. 
American Heart 
Association.' o 
BG RADIATOR 
NOT JIJSI RADIATORS! 
We Are Now 
CERTIFIED lor A/C 
REPAIR A RECHARGE 
•Heater Installation 
•Heater Cores 
•Water Pumps 
•Gas Tanks 
• General Auto Repair 
Sales, Installations 
and Repair 
352-5133 
520 S. MAPLE 
BOWLING GREEN 
^^§gU/ Ultimate Happy Hours Start at 5:00 
*
/
*03&~* Karaoke Fridays at 8:30   n   »* BOWUNG GREEN. OHO Drafts & Drinks 
PRESENTS THE 
UNCAPPED 
FREE 
ADMISSION 
FREE 
DIET COKE.- 
FILM FESTIVAL 
One of the best films this year 
Films Incorporated 
Exclusive College Distributor C1996 The Coca Cola Company, 'diet Coke- is a registered trademarti of The Coca-Cola ^■"ONtftN LUblUMhK 
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What's on tap 
this weekend 
The Back Pages 
Compiled by Tod McCloskcy and Troy 
Reynolds 
Easyjlreel Cafe: 
Friday - Big Dave 
and the Ultrasonics 
Saturday - Little Ed 
and the Imperial Flames 
Friday 4 Saturday - 
Checker's Pub: 
Most Wanted 10-2a.m. 
Toledo Comedy Club: 
Friday A Saturday - 
John Bizarre. Dave Klein, and William 
Alexander 
Uptown: 
Friday & Saturday ■ 
Late HOVEarly 90's Dance Mix 
Friday and Saturday - 
Gargoyles: 
80"s and Dance 
Howard's: 
Friday A Saturday - 
Rizzo (Rock Band) 10p.m. 
Campus Quarter's(M.T. Mugs): 
Friday     - DI 10p.m. 
Saturday • 
September's Children 10p.m. 
Gish Film Theater 
Friday -The Day he 
Earth Stood Still-Free 7:30p.m. 
Saturday -Dennis the 
Menace-Free 7:30p.m. 
Olscamp Hall (room 101): 
Saturday - 
Collegiate Explosion Gospel Concert Free 
6:00p.m. 
Olscamp Hall (room III): 
Friday 4 Saturday - 
First Wives Club'S2 8p.m. and 11p.m. 
Olscamp Hall: 
Saturday- 
Grease'Frec 7:00p.m. 
Saturday - "That 
Thing You Do'Frtt 9:30p.m. 
Kobacker Hall: 
Saturday ■ Eddie 
Daniels. BG String Quartet. Faculty Jazz 
Sextet, Myra Merritt(soprano), Virgina 
Marks(pianist) $15 and $24 8p.m. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, and 
Apartments Mil-Ill III. 
"4 
.in •"" .iimiimiiimil' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of 
complete details and speak with our friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
353-0988 
MONDAY 
I'.ms ini- Green, Ohio 
TUESDAY    WEDNESDAY Till USDAY 
104 S. MAIN 
FRIDAY       SATURDAY 
£    w    1 OPEN 1 
Jazz 
Night 
Jazz 
Night mm SUGAR I BUZZ 
±<f) o 
LOOO 
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r.71 118 
2<T 
FOR INFO:! NTQUT 
352-5305 ' 
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T3\ 
|TOEM\TO [ AceviK "■*»< loo , 
iTwistOflsl TS»ifk 
RB3GAEJ 
IT 
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Blues 
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If 
Ijackie Ol 
Lll' Ed w/ 
DoveWaM* 
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Femme» 
Anne E. 
DeChant 
Chlcogo 15 
Rhythm 
& Blues 
Kings 
' 22 
FEBRUARY 
Elvis is dead 
? 
By DaiTen Liderbach 
The Back Pages 
On January 8,1 woke to a realization: 
It's Elvis Presley's birthday! With one 
fluid motion, 1 wiped the drool off my 
face and smeared it on my pillow where 
it belongs. I jumped to my knees and, 
still on my bed, faced the five-foot tap- 
estry on the wall, and exclaimed with 
pride, "Happy birthday. King!" And a 
tear descended his chubby Vegas-era 
cheek, falling to collect into my puddle 
of drool. I swear to God. 
I was in the mood to celebrate and I 
knew of one man who was as well. Ted 
Turner. Yes. if you were wondering 
what TBS and TNT were doing airing 
all those crappy movies, it was indeed 
to share in the joy that is Elvis' birth- 
day. Thoroughly disenchanted with the 
selections, though, the television screen 
went blank and "Suspicious Minds" 
started cranking on my Magnavox. 
The phone rang and a chipper "Hello" 
sounded in my ear. "Happy Elvis' birth- 
day," I replied. She wasn't happy with 
this response. "Darren," she began. 
"Elvis is dead. Deal with it. There is 
absolutely nothing to prove he faked his 
death. you freak." Knowi ng a challenge 
when I hear one. I said to my friend, 
"Do have a couple hours?" 
com. on pg. 14 
TOBYS PARTY 
OASIS 
(State Liquor Agency) 
"Meeting all yo w 
party needs'"/^ 
Fine Wines 
Beer 
Spirits 
Pop/Ice 
Mixes 
Party Supplies 
Instant & Super Lotto 
'* ^*        «1# FLAVORS ON TJ 
POURJ 
Velvet 
Jones 
Bond Slorts ol 
10:00 pm 
Friday th« 31st 
and 
Saturday the lsk 
353-6512 
135 N. Main St. 
21 & 
Over 
£&~7Zf. 
Spoxfa 
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat 
HAPPY HOURS 
EVERYDAY 
4PM—9PM 
32 oz. $1.75 
16oz.   $1.00 
AFTER 9 PM 
32 oz.   $2.25 
16 oz.   $1.25 
300 E. WOOSTER 
354-4280 
You Do THE MATH 
32 oz. (ACTUAL SIZE) 
The Frickin1 Chicken Announces: 
SUNDAY BEER! 
1. 
Come join us at Frickers in 
Bowling Green every Sunday 
for 
• Fun • Food • Sports • SPIRITS 
1730 E. Wooster, Bowling Green 
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Well, she didn't. At least she said she 
didn't. And quickly hung up. mind you. 
Coward. What I would have told her 
was this: there is. in fact, a great deal of 
evidence, though it is circumstantial 
(most court cases are won with circum- 
stantial evidence), toward a faked death 
on behalf of the King of Rock V Roll. 
Such as: 
The person who discovered the body. 
Elvis' girlfriend Ginger Alden, didn't 
believe it to have been the King. The 
two paramedics called to the scene 
stated they didn't even recognize the 
body as Elvis'. Granted, it could be that 
he was bloated and covered in peanut 
butter and lard. but.... 
Hours after her sidebumed former 
lover died. Priscilla Presley went to 
Elvis' bedroom and found several miss- 
ing possessions, namely books (Elvis, 
having been a scholar and a gentleman. 
was/is an avid reader) such as his cher- 
ished Bible and "Cheiro's Book of 
Numbers." with which he planned his 
life through numerology. Also missing 
were a majority of the King's jewelry 
and clothes (they were not listed in the 
inventory of the estate). 
One important note about "Cheiro's 
Book of Numbers." paraphrased from 
Gail Brcwer-Giorgio's book "Is Elvis 
Alive?": Elvis usually kept it beside him 
at almost all times. As stated, he alleg- 
edly chimed his life by the numbers. It 
would then make sense to plot his death 
with it as well (and would explain why 
the book was "missing"). 
For years. Elvis studied under a yoga 
master, where he no doubt learned many 
cosmic secrets. Like faking his death. 
One account by friends states that Elvis 
once feigned his death as a joke played 
on his touring companions, his famous 
Memphis Mafia. Again, the avid reader 
he was/is. "An Autobiography of a 
Yoga," a veritable treasure trove of In- 
dian mysteries, rarely left the King's 
side. The man knew how to fake his 
death. 
Elvis was appointed a Special Agent 
of the Bureau of Narcotics and Danger- 
ous Drugs by President Nixon. One 
theory is thai Elvis wanted to walk 
among drug users, posing as "one of 
them." and turn them in. hopefully find- 
ing out in the process who their suppli- 
ers are. Would Elvis really have over- 
dosed? He was. in fact, rather knowl- 
edgeable in two areas related to this 
question: medicine and yoga (as men- 
tioned). The King held a respectable li- 
brary of medical texts that he was 
known to be quite familiar with. He 
would have known the dangers of drug 
abuse and mixing drugs and all that. 
"Elvis consulted the big. thick Merck 
manual regularly, checking recom- 
mended dosages and side effects," Jerry 
Hopkins, author of "Elvis: The Final 
Years." states. 
So, you ask, if Elvis isn't buried in 
Elvis' casket, who is? Well, the body 
might have been the recently deceased 
Colonel Tom Parker's stepson, Bobby 
Ross, who died in 1977. 
Another theory states that there is no 
body in Elvis' coffin. Elvis Presley's 
coffin weighed 900 lbs. With Elvis 
weighing in at a husky 2S0 and the cas- 
ket alone at about 350, there are quite a 
few pounds unaccounted for. Many (de- 
voted fans) believe this to be a result of 
there being a wax dummy in the King's 
coffin, supplemented by a cooling sys- 
tem to keep the body from wasting 
away like the real thing had been for 
years. 
In the tape that comes with Gail 
Brewer-Giorgio's book is heard the 
voice of Elvis — tested and documented 
— after he "died." 
Let's be logical here. If hundreds of 
people report seeing Elvis each year, 
probably at least one actually does. 
Playing the numbers. 
Further considerations: 
It is alleged that Elvis was "shooting 
up." If so. then why were there no 
needle marks, nor were his nasal mem- 
branes burned out had he been "sniff- 
ing?" 
If Elvis had taken as much medicine 
as alleged, how did he manage to play 
racquetball for hours the day he died, 
as multiple witnesses told investigators? 
Large doses would have knocked even 
the King out. 
No records exist to prove Elvis' death. 
They've all been lost or destroyed. 
Honestly. I could continue for pages. 
But as the Back Pages still aren't long 
enough for an epic piece such as this 
could be. I'll end it shortly. I just hope 
I've converted some of you to my great 
plan, my cause. And if I have or if I 
haven't, watch VHI this coming week. 
Starting Monday night at 8. Michael 
Bolton's home channel will begin Elvis 
Week with performances, interviews, 
etc. I know I'll watch. 
Madonna shines in EVITA 
Sarah Bednarski 
The Back Pages 
" Don't cry for me Argentina,"cries the 
legendary Eva Peron. played believably 
by Madonna. In the latest adaptation of 
the musical, EVITA. Madonna plays the 
title role to Jonathon Pryce* s Juan Peron 
and Antonio Banderas's She'. 
What can be said about a movie that has 
about four minutes of dialogue and the 
rest singing? I have to admit I was a skep- 
tic walking into a movie starring two 
people that I thought couldn't act- Ma- 
donna and Banderas. But let me be the 
first to say-l Was Wrong! Not only could 
they act but the singing was great. To give 
those of you who have no idea who the 
heck Eva Peron is I'll write a quick syn- 
opsis: 
A woman lives in poverty most of her 
young life and then moves to Buenas 
Aires with 'her man'. She is soon left 
alone and must fend for herself. Hence, 
she starts acting and singing her way into 
the hearts of millions of Argentinians. 
Next enters the future president of Argen- 
tina, Juan Peron, and then it goes from 
there. 
Madonna and Banderas have the on- 
camera chemistry that every director 
hopes for. When they sing together or 
separately it engulfs you into the emo- 
tional story of Evita. Banderas is the nar- 
rator and gives the audience the image of 
Eva Peron from the peasants point of 
view. There is a scene in the movie that 
Banderas sings about the upheaval of the 
people. The screen lit up with fire and 
destruction; the emotion and hatred in the 
Banderas's lyrics and face gave me the 
chills. It was realistic and surprising The 
scenery, most of it filmed in Argentina, 
was spectacular especially the Palace 
scene with Madonna singing that infa- 
mous song. 
Jonathon Pryce's performance as Juan 
Peron was strong and convincing. His 
singing was a little un-tuned at times but 
for the most part he was superb. The one 
thing I have to say though is that Peron 
was a man who lived for the people and 
did nothing for them. The movie por- 
trayed, as guessed, the life of Eva Peron 
as a life committed to becoming loved and 
worshipped by the Argentinians, no mat- 
ter the cost. 
Skepticism aside. EVITA is worth see- 
ing so you can at least decide for your- 
self. 
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110 N. Main 
Bowling Green, OH 
35S-9SSS 
Full Sunday Liquor License 
Friday Jan. 31 
Grasshopper Pie 
with special guest 
September's 
Children 
10 pm-2 am 
Happy Hours all day 
everyday 3 pm-9 pm 
110 N. Main 
Bowling Green, OH 
352-9228 
Full Sunday Liquor License 
Saturday Feb. 1 
Xing 
10 pm-2 am 
Big Ground hogs day 
party 
featuring 
Woodchuck cider 
Happy Hours all day 
everyday 3 pm-9 pm 
Volhollo 
Wsdnewjoy: 
Thursday; 
Friday •. 
Saturday i 
Sunday 
093 S. Mala 
352-9760 
Bar formerly known as Gamers 
Dimers 7-9pm 
Disco Danes) Contest 
Wlnflev receives 2 roundtrip 
fkkefs to FLORIDA. 
Winner will be selected March 5th. 
Dlmers 6-9 pm 
State of Green 
Soul Plumbers 
(contemporary blues) 
25« drinks for ladles only from 6-1 Opm. 
Soul Plumberj 
Dlmers 6-9 pm 
254 drinks for ladies only from 6-1 Opm. 
Latino Night 
fake a Fre6 
djift <2^ iffifr (^2S> 
If you took the test today, how would you score? 
Come find out. 
Call today to reserve your seat! 
Bowling Green University 
Saturday. February 8 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
cm irnr rmaTI are nrjlifnrm •-niwnnitrs r*if-rrl- -sarsrt  
Bring a friend and win a prize 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age ▼ 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf 
Transit I.D. Card Required" 
' Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 
354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access 4 
Group Seating 
▼ 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi information Is available in large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 
Please let 
driver know 
how many 
persons 
will be riding 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
R.C. T;.\. 
:j.">2 07Wi 
This service is 
financed in pan 
trom operating 
assistance grant 
(rom ODOT S FTA 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
9\(pzu Leasing 
2 6edroom furnished and unfurnished 
May and August 1997 
1 Bedroom summer on(y 
limited available 
2 Blocks from Campus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
! 
